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Foreword

ny THIS STUDY, as by several it has issued in the past few years
LA the Office of Education recognizes the interest of many educators
in the core program as a means of achieving some of the objectives of
general 'education at the secondarY levelS Its first publication,
tin 1950, No. 5 entitled "Core Curriculum in Publi gh Schools," a
study of the incidence of the program, was followed in 1952 by a
study of problems and practices. A later publication reported upon
and analyzed the unpublished resetirch in the field over a 10-year
period. Numerous bibliographies also have been made available.

The present' t4udy directed only at the junior high school grades,
combines the purposes of the first two studies. That is, it provides
information about ths incidence of the program as was done in the
Office's first study, andbreaks down the programs reported into the
same four types spelled out in the 1952 study of problems and prac-
tices,, thus Making possible the establishment of trends over the past
few years.

Information contained in this bulletin should be of interest to high
school principals, curriculum workers, supervisors, students of core,
and research workers who wish ,to know (1) whether the interest in
core and block-time classes as a way of organizing a school's general
education program is continuing, and to what degree, (a) in what
States it has achieved the greatest acceptance, and (3) to what extent
instruction differs in block-time and care classes from %that commonly
found in single subject classes.

Principals filling in the qu"bationnaire were asked to report classes
"meeting for a block of time of two or more class,periods, and corn-
bining or mplacing two or more subjects that are required, of all
pupils and would ordinarily be taught separately." Under this
definition classes reported need -have only the block-time organiza-
tional.pattern characteristic of core. For this reason the first section
of the bulletin reports on "Block-time" rather than "Core." Many
principals accept the organizational pattern of core who do not ac-
cept, or do not feel that their teachers are ready to use, the content

WulIe



vi FOREWORD

and methods characteristic of the program. They believe that the
block of time provides for better articulation with the elementary
school than does 'complete departmentalization. Also they agree
that more effective guidance is possible because one teacher with
fewer-Tupils to know has the opportunity to know each of his pupils
well.

The Office of Education is grateful _.to all the junior high school
principals who supplied the basic data for, this study and to those
secondary school supervisors and directors of instruction who con-
tributed supplemental information. Credit also goes to Bronson
Price, Office of Education Specialist in State School Statistics, who
served as consultant on the statistical phases of the study.

A

E. GLENN FEATHERSTON,

A ssistanirommissioner for
Educational Services.

J. DAN HULL, Director,

InstructioN, 'Organiztaion, and

1

errwes Branch.
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Introduction

ow

In 1949, the Office of Education gathered information about the
occurrence or core classes in all secondary schools and in 1950-51 it
followed tbat,brief status study with a more detailed questionnaire to
identify some of the operational characteristics of these classes and of,
the overall core program of which they are the component parts.

Since 1952 several individuals have conducted studies touching on
thA status of the core program at the junior high school level. 'These
studies indicated an increasing trend toward the use of the core pro-
gram. However, since the invistigators used different bases for their
studies, many educators felt that no conclvsive data were available.
For this reason, the newly established Commission on Core Teaching
of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development at
its-1956 nfeeting urged that the Office again gather data on the status
of the core program, during the school year 1956-57 if possible.,

Because the Secondary Educatiorr Section of the Office of &Rica-
don has been directing attention to various phases of the-junior high
school, and because ft. core program is found more frequently in the
junior than in the senior high school grades, the scope of the present
study is limited to the junior high school. When the next Inventory
of Subject Enrollments i.n Seconcliwy Schools, now planned for 1959-
60, ifi made, it may be possible to determine the incidence of the pro-
gram in all secondary school grades.

Previous Office of Education studies have shown that schools hav-
ing a core program are not evenly distributed among the 48 §tates.
That is, there are many core programs in some §tates and few, if any,
in others. C fairly large sample of schools was needed, therefore, 'to'
determine the present extent of the program. The present study uses
a 25-percent random sample stratifiect by State and by two types of
schools, viz., (1) the separately organized unior high school,vand (2)
the junior high school grades which are of a 6-year secondary
school, either divided 1 undivided between junior and senior schools.
Schools with seventh, eighth, and ninth grades in 8-4 systems are not
included.
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viii IN TRO DU CTION

41,

Mailing lists available were for 1951-52. These 'were checked
against current State directories in the 18 ,States experiencing the
greatest absolute increw in population in the years.1950-55, accord-
ing to Census Bureau figures, and appropriate deletions and additions
of schools were made for these States. Limitations of staff made im-
practical more ext6nsive correction of the mailing lists prior to the
date set for mailing the questionnaire.

Every fourth separately organized junior high school appearing in
an alphabetical arrangement of guch schools by State, on the Office
of Education liiting as corrected, became part of the sample. The
same procedure was used with junior-senior .and undivided sChools,
hereafter referred to simply as junior-senior high schools.

Questionnaires were mailed in October 1956. A second mailing
took place in November, and a third in January 1957. No returns
received after February 20 were included in the final tabulation. Of

%, the (total of 3,013 questionnaires majled, returns were received from
2,517, or 83.5 percent, distributed as follows:

*a.

Mailed Returned

All schools_ _ _ _ _____ _ 3,013 2,517
Junior high schools_ _ _ _ _ _ 942 - 947
Junior-senior high schools__ 2.071 1,570

The fact that more westiorinaires were returned from funioz high
schools than were, maired reflects the ever-changing nature of school
organization patterns. Many separately organized junior high schOols
were previously part of a 6-year secondary school: 179 of the 947
junior high schools returning questionnaires in this study had changed
status in this way. In reverse, 45 of the 1,570 junior-senior high
schools had previously been reported as separately organized junior
high schools. Other changes in types of schools were discovered as
questionnaires were returned, and necessary corrections were made.
That is, when a school reported itself on the 8-4 plan, the returned
questionnaire was discarded and another was mailed to the school of
the appropriate type next on the list.

A careful check was kept of the number of returns from each ques-
tionnaire mailing and the number of principals reporting having or
not having block-time classes. This check revealed relatively small
differences in the percentages of "yes" and_"no" responses from each
of the mailings. It was assumed, therefore, that the nonrespondent
schools followed practices similar to those of the respondent schools.
Because of thist in those instances in which figures in the sample are
enlarged for all schools in continental United States 'of the types
studied, adjustment is made for nonresponse schools on the same
basis as for those responding. For example, when the total number
.of junior and junior-senior high schools having block-time classes is

,

.
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lowniefto. Il(TRODU CT1ON ix

estimated, the number is calculated by taking .19.3 percent (the pw-
cent found in the sample) of the tothi of these types of schools (12,052),
which in round numbers`produces 2,300.

Part I %of this siudy concern& the extent and characteristics of bloc's-
time classes in the junior high school as reported by 487 schools in
the sample. Part II is developed around the practices of 152 of these
schools whose priricipais reported block-time classes that 71ave the
characteristics of a core prograp as defined in this study.

k Definition.° In its earlier stu-dies the Office used only -the term
"core", although it provided a definition too, broad for a core program,
as defined by most educators. It did this in an attempt to locate
schools that had adopted the organizational pattern of corethe
block of timeand thus might be moving a step at a time toward a
core program.

Besides requiring a block of time, the definition stipulated that the
class combine or replace two or more subjects from different areas of
the curriculum. This again was in order to include only those classes
which might be moving in the direction of core, which in the develop-
ment of its problem areas cuts across subject lines. Thus a double
period of geography-history would not be included, nor would a
double period devoted to language arts, a number of which are found
in the junior high school.

The present study employs the two terms "block-time" and "core"
while using virtually the same type of definition as in previous studies,
i.e., "Block-time (including core and core-type) ckisses are those meeting
for a block of time of two or more class periods, and combining or replac-
ing two or more subjects that are required of all pupils and woukl ordi-
narily be taught separately." A copy of the questionnaire is included
in Appendix, page 67. -,

As used in the text of this study the following distinctions are made:

Block-time dosses:

All classes which meet for a block of time of two or more
class periods and combine or replace two or more subjects
that are required of all pupils and would ordinarily be taught
separately.

AI)
tYti

Core class's:

Classes having the block-time organizational pattern and
Which also unify or fuse their content around units or prob-
lems which may be either subject-centered or experience-
centered.

464561 58 2
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Part 1

.ktt

STATUS OF

BLOCK4IME CLASSES

Extent of Use of Block-Time Classes

Block-time classes fitting the definition employed in this study
are scheduled in approximately one-fifth (19.3 percent) of junior

and junior-senior high schools. The percentage for separately or-
ganized junior high schools is 31.4 and for junior-senior high schools
it is 12.1, as shown.in table 1.

These figures compared with similar,data in the study conducted
by the Office of Education in 1949 reflect a sizable increase. The
earlier study found that 9.7 percent of all junior and junior-se0or
high schools had block-time classes.1 For separately organized junior
high schools the percentage was 15.8 and- for junior-senior high

t,
schools is was 6.4. (See figure 1 below.)

Studies by several individuals or agencies during the past 3 or 4
years show percentages that in all but one instance exceed those
found in the present study:

(1) Gruhn and Douglass conducted a study of ,370 junior high
schools in which respondents were asked to name subjects that are

Wright, Graft S. Core Curriculum in Public High Schoreli: An 'Inquiry into Practices, 1949. Writs)].
ington, U. S. Government Printing Office. (Office of Education, Bulletin 1950, No. 5), p. 11.
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BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

Table, 1.Number and percent of junior and junior-senior high schools reporting block-
time classes.

Number of ,

Type of schools
school returning

questionnaires Number'

Junior_ _

Junior-senior

Total

Schools reporting
block-time classes

947
1,570

2,517

297
190

487

Percent

31.4
12.1

19.3

combined into one course and taught in a core class.' Forty percent
of these schools reported combining English and social staiei, and
20 percent reported using other subject combinations. Forty percent
reported no subject combinations..

(2) In a 1953 study of articulation practices, using a sample of
junior high schools enrolling more than 150 putlils, Richard A. Byers
found the pefcentages of 130 schools having pupils in certain basic
subjects in grades 7, 8, and 9 remain with the same teacher for more
than ohe period, to be: Grade 7, 49 percent; grade 8, g5 percent;
and grade 9, 18 percent.'

(3) In 1956 the National Association of Seciindary School Principals
reported that 57.3 Orcent of the 1,170 junkw high school principals
replying to a questionnaire sent to its member schools have some
block-time classes in their schedules:4

(4) In a 1954 study of 251 junior high schools (from a total of 325
selected -by a thble of random numbers) Lounsbury found that 34
percent had fusion courses of two or more subjects, 36 percent corre-
lated two or more subjects, and 12 percent used a problem-centered
block of time.' A total of 59 percent of the schools scheduled the
same teacher and students together: for two or more subjects.

(5) Risinger conducted a study in 1953 in which a preliminary
checklist sent to 3,224 separately organized junior high schools
brought 2,321 returns. Of these, 703 principals, or 30.3 percent,

tGruhn, William T. and Douglass, Harl R. The Modern Junior High School. New York, %Add
Press, 1956. p. 83.

3 Byers, Riets*rdS. Articulation in the Junior High School. Doctor's thesis, 1955. Storrs, University,
of Connecticut.

Tompkins, Ellsworth. A Study of the Daily Schedule in 1,250 Junior High Schools. Bulletin of the
National Association of Secondary School Principal*. 40:170-221, May 19M.

I Lounsbury, John H. The Role and Status of the Junior High School. Doctor's thesis, 1954. Nash-
ville, Tenn.,George Pepbody College for Teachers.

I Risinger, Robert G. An Investigation of the Core Curriculum in the Junior High kichoolli of the United
States. Doctor's thesis, 1955. Boulder, University of Colorado.
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 3

said they had a core program. Risinger did not define the term
"core" but instead asked these principals to check three questions
which he then used as criteri*

1: Does the core program involve a larger blotk of time than the usual 40-60
minute period? 4

2. Do Os it provide experiences and learning acttvities whichlre regarded as
basic to the education of all students, even though the, program may not
be required of all students atVie present time?

3. Is it organized without strict regard for traditional subject field boundaries?

Risinger designated as having a true core program only those schools
whose principals checked all three of the criteria. These 333 schools
then became the basis of his further study.

The remaining approximately half of the schools failed to check
one and sometimes two' of the criteria. Most frequently left un-
checked was the third criterion.. Risinger stated that these schools
"had combined English, soCial studies, or some other subject but were
simply requiring all students to study these traditional subjects in
the traditional way in the longer period."

To obtain the percentage of block-time classes in the Risinger study
that is comparable to the figure found in th present study, all schools
checking both items 1 and 2 were added to the 333 checking all 3

20
Percent

40 60 80

Junior high 'schools

Junior-senior high schools
10 1949-50

1956-57

91. junior and junior-senior high schools

100

Firm 1. Percentage of lunior and Iunior-sonior high schools having block-time class's.

so

A

A,

.
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BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

items. The percentage of junior high schools with block-time classes
thus obtained is 24.4. In other Words, the figure of 24.4 prcent for*

1953 is roughly comparable to the figure of 31.4 percent for 1956157
th presenestudy.

There may be several factors causing the percentages of block-time
classes found by most of these investigators to .exceed the percentage
found in the present study. Three possibilities are: (1) Block-tima
classes may have been differently defined so that double-period
classes in a single subject area, or combinations of subjects not re-
quired of all pupils, could be included, (2) the universe from which
the schools were chosen may have been more selective than was that
in the present study, and (3) the sampling of schools used in the
present study for 30 of the 48 States did not include junior and junior-
senior high schools opened since 1951-52.

In this study 487 schools reported having block-time classes.
Assuming that the sample of returns is reasonably representative,
the total number of public junior and junior-senior high schools in the
United States haring such classes may be estimated as' approximately
2,300.

Table 2 shows, for the United States and each of 33 selected states,
the numbers and percentages of schools having block-time classes.
The bases for selecting the 33 States were: (1) At least one school
with block-time classes wits reported, and (2) the percent of schools
reporting block-time classes had a sampling error of less than 10
percent.

Among the remaining 15 States and the Dis of Columbia (for
which total figures are shown at the bottom of ihe:tabie) the States
reporting no block-time classes were Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
Vermont, Wyoming, and the District of Columbia. This is in con-
trast to findings of the Office's 1949 study,.in which no block-time
classes were reported in the schools of 10 States and fewer than 5 were
reported in another 14 States.

Ten of the 15 Statep previously mentioned (Arizona, Connecticut,
Delaware, Idaho, New 414exico, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, and Utah) reported substantial percentages of
block-time classes, but owing either to the relatively small size of the
States or to the fact they have few junior and junior-senior high
schools, the sampling errors of the findings were large. Presentation
of the detailed findinp for these States hardly seems justifiable.

Among the 33 States with sampling errors of less than 10 percent,
the States having the largest percentage of junior and junior-senior
high schools with block-time classes are Maryland, Washington,
California, Illinois, and Wisconsin. States reporting the largest v,

1.
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 5

numbers of such schools are New York, California, Ohio, Ma ryland
and Michigan.

table 2.-Number and p.rcent of schools in the sample reporting block-time classes, for
the United States and 33 selected States.

State

1

UnItpd States

Alabama _ .

Arkansas _

California
Colorado_ _

Florida_

Georgia_ _

Irnnoia _ - - -

Indiana_
Iowa
Kansas___

Kentucky
Louisiana
Mime
Maryland _

Massachusetts

Michigan_ _ _ _

Minnesota__ _

Mississippi _ _ _ _

M issouri , _ _ _
New Hampshire _

New Jerse3,_
New yprk _ _ _ _
North Mots....
Ohio
Oklahoma_

Pennsylvania
South CarolinaTenn__
Texas_ _ _

Virginia

WashinFton
West Virginia_ _ -.-
Wisconsin_ _ _

Total for 33 selected States..

Other 15 States and District of
Columbia

40

Number of schools-

, Reporting
Returning block-time

questionnaire classes

2 3

2,517 487

132
'99
67
41
80

IW)

132
77
24

57
41

5
42
65

136

62
29
14

25
156

1 19
187
55

DWI
52
43

130
60

25
63
27

2,328

189

I Standard errors of percents in preceding column.

4

.
Occurrence in Relation to Size of School

19
3

39
5

22

6
27
5
6
5

4
4
1

32
7

30
10
1

1

8
51

1

33
4

25
6

10
23
14

17

3
12

441

46

Percent of
schools

reporting
block-time

(gasmen

Sanipling
error

(percent),

a

4 5

19.3

..... .
0.78

14.4 3.0
3.0 1.7

58.2 6.0
12.2 5.1
27.5 5.0

10.0 3.9
50.0 6.8
3.8 1.7
7.8 3.1

20.8 8.3

7.0 3.4
9.8 4.7

6.6
76.2 6.6
10.8 3.9

2'2 ) 3.6
10.8 3.2

1.6 1.8
24.1 7,9
7.1 8.8

32.0 9.3
32.7 :iv 8
5.3 5.0

17.6 2.9
6.3 3.2

15.1 2.8
11.5
23.3 6.4
17.7 3.4
23.3 5.4

68.0 9.3
4.8 2.7

44.4 9.6

18.9 .81

24.3 3.1

Block-time classes are definitely more characteristic of large schools
than of small ones, as can be seen from table 3, which reports by size
of enrollment the Omen of schools having block-time classes.

.
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6 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND fHt CORE PROGRAM

From the table it can be determined further tlat 43.5 percent of the
schools with large enrollments (500-999, or 1,000 or over) have such
classes. In contraAt, but 11.3 percent of the smaller schools enrolling
less than 500 have these classes.

Table 3.--Numbor and porcnt di schools having block-time clossos, by size of enrollment
In grades 7-9.

Enrollment'

All schools

Less than 200 ______ _ . ...... _ _
20G-499_

1,000 and over_ _ _

Number of
schools

returning
questionnaire

2,517

1,185
704
425
203

Schools reporting
block-time classes

Number I Percent

487

89

111.3

7.0
18.5
40.0
50.3

I For schools failing to report actual enrollments, enrollments were estimated from data available
in the Office of Education.

Occurrence by Grade Level

In the 487 schools having block-time classes such classes are most
often found in grade 7 and least often in grade 9, as shown below:

Grade N umber Percent

7 _ 469 94
8 361 72
9 _ 125 . 26

Schools among the 487 not reporting block-time classes in seventh
grade (6 percent) are usually schools not including seventh grade as
part of the secondary organization, that is, they are 5-year high schools
having grades 8-12, or 2-year junior high schools with grades 8 and
9. Although 2-year schools covering grades 7-8 may account for
some of the decrease from grade 8 to grade 9, the block-time class is
much less characteristic of the 9th grade than of the seventh and
eighth.

Pupil Enrollment

Table 4 considers those schools among the 487 that reported their
enrollment figures. Total enrollments, enrollments in block-time
classes, and percentage of pupils in these classes are given. It is not (

A

. _ . _ ...
500-099

... ....... 131
165
108

_ _ _ . .

.#

_ . _

_

_
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

possible to determine for the sample of 2,617 schools the percentage
of all pupils enrolled in block-time classes, ,inasniuch as nearly on&
fifth of these schools failed to sup,ply enrollment data.

Table 4.Number and percnt of pu.pils enrolled In block-time classes in schools reporting
these data by grade.

1 Number of
Grades Schools pupils in

i reporungi grade

Pupils enrolled in
block-time classes

2

441
444
351

3

96,221
97,663
78,211

Number

V
7
8
9

4

88,354
65,070
24,523

Number of schools' reporting their total pupil enrollment in theme grades

1

Percent

91.8
t111.(1
31.4

Because block-time classes by definition in this study combine or
replace two or more subjects that are required of all pupils, it might be
'expected that all pupils in a grade havingosuch classes would be en-
rolled in them. Although this is very largely true, the followillg
variations were found:

Percen t of
Extent of enrollment 487 grhooh

All or nearly all pupils in. the grades in which block-time classes are
used_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ 87

About one-half of such pupils_ . _ _ _ 5
Less than one-fourth of such pupils; the program is experimental._ _ 5
Proportion varies by grade, that is, all pupils might be enrolled in

grade 7, half in grade 8, and only a class or two grade 9 3

Reasons for Abandoning Block-Time Classes

One hutidred thirty schools in the sample of 2,517 have had some
type of block-time program and have abandoned it. Reasons re-
ported by the principals are classified below into such categories as
teacher preparation, scheduling problems, relationships, results ob-
tained, and space and equipment.

Teachers Inadequately prepared:
Reasons

Inability to secure qualified teachers; teachers continued to teach
subjects and favored their major; untrained teschers and a transiency
of teachers; the program wail-unworkable with our present staff; in-
ability of teachers to make proper use of such time

464561-56-8

Number of
responses

52

7
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BIAWK-TIME ('LAME.% AND THE CORE PROURAM

Problems of khedulinig:

Could not arrange a schedule to include it; scheduling difficulty this
session; difiletilty in programing_

Disliked by parents, pupils iind/or teachers:

Teichers felt they did a better job when teaching in their special
- fields; protests from parents; teachers, parent and student objection;

te.achers feel they do. more if they specialize; parental opposition due
to bad publicity; public sentiment built up through years

Foiled to get desired results from the program:
4 .

Staff saw no real advantage ip it; achieved better academic results
without it and equal social adjustment; found a better way-- inte-
grative system through teams of teachers; concurrent evaluation plus'
a follow-up 2 years later indicated little value for the pupils

20

14

Limitations of space and equipment:

School too small; lacked physical plant and aids necessary for suc-
cess; crowded conditions have necesRitated changes; classes too large 14

Not sufficient emphasis on sublects 3

No reason. given 7

SchOeil,s Planning To Introdu# Block-Time Class.:

In answer to ttie(question, "Does your school have plans now for
introducing block-time classes?" 88 principals replied that they did;
93 other principals stated that plans were indefinite or that they were
considering it. Thus, in aAdition to the schools now having block-
time classes, another percent were either planning to introduce
them or were considering the feasibility of doing so, as shown below:

Number of
schools

Definite plans:
Next year (1957 58) _ 61
Near future_ _ _ _ _ 27

Total_ _ _ _ 88

Indefinite plani, or under consideration:
When prepared teachers are available 26
Indefinite 11
When new building and facilities are available_ _ _

When comnion philosophy and desire are reached.. _ _ _ _ _ 3
Consideration being given 23

Question of "when" not answered 21

Total 93

1
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

,Types of Programs in Block-Time Classes

The questionnaire attempted to disclose how far towards achieving
a core program schools with block-time classes have progressed. In
other words, what percentage of schools assigning one class of pupils
to the same teacher for a block of time have in doing so changed their
curriculums to provide different types of experiences for pupils in
such classes. To discover this, the questionnaire described four typEs
of programs, as follows:

Type A- Each subject retains its identity in the block-time claw, that is,
separate subjects are taught (1) with consciously planned correlation,
(2) with no planned correlation.

Type B- Subjects included in the block-time class are unified or fused around
a central theme or units of work or problems stemming from one or more .

of the subject fields in the block-time class.

Type C- Predetermined problem areas based upon the personal-social needs of
adolescents-- both needs that adolesceots themselves have identitic-ti and
needs as society sees themdetermine the scope of the core program.
Subject matter is brought in as needed in working on the problems. Pupils
may or m'ay not have a choice from among several of these problem areas;

Table S.Distribution of 417 schools in the sample by type of program ond for States in:.
which 10 or more schools reported having pock-time classes.

$taus

United Mats

Alabama _

(7alifornia
Connecticut
Florida . - .

Marland.
Michigan. _

Minnesota..

New York. _

Ohio,.
Pennsylvania,
Tennessee _ .

peT%

2

13

A)
7

12

22
12
19
8

32
24
17
8

Number of schools reporting programs of

T. pc H T. pe pe I) kll t prig

3 6

98 30 31

1

1
4,

, . 4
9

1

12 7
4
2

13 2
4
4

3
2

2

2

Texas .... . _ _ 19 , 2
5Virginia-- __ _ . 7

Was 16 1

W 9 2 _ ..

253 76Toga/ for 18 States_ _

Otber 33 States and the Dis-
trios, of Columbia.

73 22

20 1

10

487

30
10

51
33
25
10

2 23
2H 14

17
1 12

24 176

7 r 112

'

611 a

328

! y

4 5

-
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1 4 19
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10 BLOCK-T1ME CLASSES AND THE 'CORE PROURAy

they will, however, have some responsibility for suggestiyg and choosing
activities in developing units of study.

Type DThe scope of the core Kogram is not predeterminVi. Pupils and
teacher are free to select the problems upon which _they wish to work.
Subject matter content is brought in as needed to develop or to help solve
the problems.

Respondents were asked to check the statement which best de-
scribes the most common practice in their schools. Tabk 5 shows
the practice for the United States, and. for 16 States in which 10 'or .

more schools reported having block-time classes.

441

Type A, Separate or Correlated Sublects

Most of the teachers in most (328 or 68 percent) of the schools in
this study are teaching separately the subjects included in the _block
class. When this figure is enlarged for all public schools of the United
States of the types studied, an estimated total of 1,560 junior and
junior-senior high schools may b said to hare block-time classfs Piing
the definition .for type A .

In general, teachers of type A programs consciously plan to come-
late subjects combined. According to statements of their principals,
277 or 84 percent follow this practice. It follows then that teachers
in only 51 or 1,6 percent of the schools do not consciously plan subject
correlation.

Many principals providing the simple block-time arrangement are
interested primarily in the guidance opportunities and values inherent
in it. The block-time class gives a teacher fewer pupils to know and
the pupils a teacher who has an opportunity to know them well.
Some of them state this very plainly. One principal said, for ex-

,
ample, "The central idea is to limit the number of teachers our children
have. We feel that the 'fusion' concept around a central theme is not
the significant factor." Another said, "We are most interested in
having teachers know students better from a homeroom-guidance
standpoint." 4

A comment made equally as often indicates that a number of
principals might be inclined to move beyond the simple block-time
arrangement were qualified teachers available. From one principal
came this comment: "Since our block syntem is using the same teach-
es that taught before it was started, the teitchers do not fuse the
classes as one might like them fused." And from another, "We have
trouble finding teachers willing to do that much."

4

0



IN THE jrNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Type 13, Unified Studies or Subject-Centered Core. Programs

11

Twenty percent, or 98, of the schools reporting bloc,k-time classes
in this study have moved beyond the correlation of two separate sub-
jects to the fusioh 'stage. Teachers in these schools use the unit
method of instruaion with units stemming from one or more of the
subjects combined in the block class. Units are usually in the field
of social kudies or general science with ianguage arts becoming the
vehicle for eaching them, As one principal wrote, "We attempt to
use social studies as the subject matter and English as skill develop-
nwnt. However, due to the overlatiping, a large amount of freedom
on the part of the teacher is necessary. The problem is generally
worked out with each individual teacher." Very frequently these
schools use a variety of textbooks, placing emphasis upon critical
thinking and the development of/democratic skills, as well as upon
the acquisition of historical and geographical factual information,
growth in skills of communication, and apiireciation of literature. .

These fused programs are frequently referredb as unified studieg;
sometimes as subjeci-ceniered core programs. If the sample in the
present study is representative, approximaWy 460 junior and junior-
senior high schools in the United Mattis hare unified studies programs
as the most common practice in their schools.

illustrative of type B, unified studies or subject-centereci core pro-
grams, is the program found in the junior high schools of Baltimore
County, Md. The schools of the county use the term "core" to
designate their block-time classes in which ail of the approximately
17,500 pupils in grades 7, 8, and 9 are enrolled. The county's con-
tinued support of the subject-centered core rests in its belief that
through this type of program it can achieve its major objective of
building citizens who have acquired the knowledge, habits, skills,
techniques, attitudes which will contribute to more effective living
in a democracy. The following explanation of the program is ex-
cerpted from the report of the 1967 Core Workshop.'

01,

t4, ,

THE CORE PROGRAM IN BALTIMORE COUNTY, MD.

The core program in Baltimore County should help the pupils develop an
understanding of the democratic way of life and give them opportunities to
develop skills in democratic living through actual participation in democratic
processes. It should provide for more effective individual and social develop-
ment and foster within the pupils a willingness to assume responsibility and
choice in the learning process. The provision of a longer time block creates a
situation in which varied and rich learning experiences can take place.

7 Report submitted by Mrs. Stella Johnston, Secondary School Supervisor, Baltimore County, Md.

c



12 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM
4

The core program organized for use in the Baltimore County schools de-
velops subject matter content through a clearly defined but flexible scope and
sequence based on structured prbblem areas which lend themselves to integra-
tion and correltion. A central theme on each grade level unifies several

, subjects and pr vides the framework upon which the teacher may plan activi- .

ties and learn' g experiences in a number of are . These incjude history,
geography, and civics..i.d the social studies arca; arid listening, speaking, read-
ing, writing, spelling, and literature in....the English language arts. Areas of
art and music are also included. The total program forms a cycle of learning
experiences in the language arts and the social studies for the 3 years of junior
high school.

- Ulkirtia!Or:

tteviliwN
,Wave

471-- k
/walk : '

_

Courtesy of Baltimore County Md. Public Schools

The school library is a foc91 point for gathering information by members of core classes.

Successful development of the core program rests upon the core teacher and
demands versatility in planning and in executing. Using as a focal point the
theme of the program for the year, the teacher identifies his pupils' needs and
on that basis seeks to organize and
teaching he stresses the skills for dem
techniques 'andJesources. He is aware o e

velop the content. In the process of
tic living. He makes use of many

need for department planning
and the sharing of ideas and draws upon othei staff members as key resource
people. He reaches out into the community and is alert to use the resources
found there. He strengthens democratic techniiiues by giiing his pupils the
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 13

opportunity for choice when they' determine "what" phases of the problem,
and "how" to carry on the problem study. He includes in hilyearly program
opportunities for his pupils to explore, as the need presents itself, fields outside
the core area.

Pupil needs are the legitimate basis for the inclusion or exclusion of program
material, since the primary function of the core program is to help the indi-
vidual and the group realize the fullest possible development. The organiza-
tion of the core enables the teacher to become well acquainted witV the needs,

t. , interests, and abilities of his pupils and plan his work to the end that all may
become useful, participating citizens. It is essential that the core teacher
recognize the polantial abilities as well as the limitations of every' individual
within his class and plan his work with their strengths and limitations in mind.

In addition to cooperative planning and working, another facet of the core
program is that of cooperative and continuous evaluation. Any evaluation of
pupil achievement should be made in terms of clearly defined objectives.
Such evaluation should yield valid, reliable, and objective evidence of pupil
growth toward all the significant goals. The evaluation should not be con-
fined to command of subject matter, but should be extended to include such
desirable outcomes as attitudes, understandings, appreciations and the ability
to think critically. The appraisal should also be of such a nature as to have
diagnostic value, and so enable the teacher to guide the Pupil more effectively
in terms of his strengths and weaknesses. In the final analysis, the actual test
of the effectiveness of the core experience lies in the behavior of the individual
as manifested not only during his school years but also throughout his entire
life.

MAINTAINING BALANCE IN LANGUAGE ARTS AND THE SOCIAL STUDIES

P
The language arts and the social studies are comembers of the subject matter

field and in the correlated area are developed concomitantly. Because th(
correlated content should develop the social studies aspects of the core ade
quately, there is no need to extend their development to periods outside of
those allotted to the core problems. The language arts, however, besides
having the athiantage of this Correlated study, are further developed in a pro-
gram carried on independently of the core problems.

The language arts-social studies area of the program provides social situa-
. tions which are akin to those outside the schoolroom. Through correlation the

Oupil comes to regard the language arts as instruments whiek, when he is able"
to use them facilely, serve him ter in interpreting the world he lives in. He
comes to know that environtn t is meaningful to the degree thit language

, gives it understanding. It is upon this thesis that correlation Is based. ,

The social studies environment not.only provides a natural means whereby
the pupil prospers in the language arts but in its own right develops knowledge,
concepts, skills, and appreciations related to its content. This content in-
cludes an understanding of self in relation to democratic citizenship in a chang-
ing world, the appreciation of the pupil's own rich historical heritage, and
knowledge of the world scene which is rapidly drawing pe peoples of all nations
into close interrelation. It rests upon the core teachei to maintain a balance
between the social studies aspects of this program and the language arts as-
pects, for both are of equal importance to the pupil and hold analogous places
in the program.
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 15

to help the pupil plan and direct his progress toward self-realization and more
effective participation in society.

Language Arts in the Program

Language arts in the core problems.The core program provides an excellent
opportunity for the functional development of language skills. The use ofstructured problem areas provides meaning and purpose for the development
of skills in communication. Worthwhile activities with emphasis on ideas
provide an avenue for the development of all language areas. In the core clawthe teacher participates as a guide in setting purposes, developing standards,
gathering information, organizing materials and ideas, expressing ideas, evalu-ating progress, and setting new goals. Pupils engaged in these activities areled to recognize their own needs in the mechanical and technical phases-of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Finally, the integration of language
arts and social studies reinforces the values-of both areas..

Language Arts Not Related to the Core Problems.Neither teacher nor pupils
must make the error of thiAking that the work they do in the language arts in
connection with the social studies comprises a total language arts program.Such treatment of the language arts as concomitant to the social studies mustbe unified and reinforced in a program developed ot4side of the social studiesarea of the program. Here the treatment of the lariguage arts becomes more
formalized, a balanced program being built around the weaknesses the class or
individuals have shown during the correlated periods, and rounded out byother aspects of language outlined for the pupils.

Besides the many selections of literature and the mass media of communica-tion studied during the language arta-sociil studies phase of the time block,the pupils during the year will make a study of literature independent of thecore problems. These literary experiences deal with a wide variety of sub-jects and require careful and intensive reading of selections.
60

Types C and D, Experience-Centered Coro Programs

The core program as the predominant type of instruction in block-
time classes is found in'61, or 12 percent of the schools. If the samplein the stud); is representative, this is an estimated total of 280 juniorand junior-senior high schools.

As shown in table 5 above, these schools are rather equally divided
between type C, often referred to as the "structured" core, and typeD, the "unstnIctured" core. In the structured approach, problem
areas from which learning units are develoRed are predetermined by
the school or school system, frequently through the cooperative ef-
forts of teachers, parents, and pupils.' In the unstructured approach,
scope is not circumscribed by predetermined problem areas, but is
developed through teacher-pupil p1anning4n the classroom.

In both types of core programs, content is drawn from the areas of
personal-social needs of adolescents in our democratic society. These

484561,6&---4
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16 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

are the needs that the individual himself senses, often refeired to as
the adOlescent needs or individual-centered needs, and the needs
predicated for him by society, sometimes referred to as the social-
centered needs. The extent of the concentration in either of these
categories varies from school to school or system to system.

A core class and its teacher develop a learning unit around a prob-
lem that is real to the class. Information and skills are learned as
the need for them arises in working on a problem. Furthermore, this
information and these skills are not confined to the subjects replaced

by the core class but may be drawn from any area of the curriculum
that lends itself to a possible solution of the problem, as illustrated
above. Thus problem-solving is the method of core, with much
emphasis placed upon teacher-pupil planning and the learning of
cooperative skills and democratic values. That is not to say that
there is no place for a lecture, a class discussion, or reading inde-
pendent of the unit. It means only that the major emphasis is upon
problem solving.

The core program developed at Fairmont Heights High School in
Prince Georges County, Md., described below, with its concern for
the personal-social needs of adolescents in our society, ,is typical of
type C programs. The principal of this 6-year school, G. James
Gholson, who prepared the statement, came to the school with the
avowed purpose of "trying to make life make sense for our youngsters."
The core program is his modus operandi for accomplishing this pur-
pose. Through this program the staff tries to help each youngster

-
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 17

"to examine and redefine the ideals of democracy and to move toward
the development of his fullest potential as a richly endowed individual
worthy of citizenship in a democratic society."

CORE PROGRAM AT FAIRMOUT HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL

A continuous curriculum Oevelopment program has been carried on in the
school since its opehing in September 1950. The faculty, in looking at the
general education program, decided upon_the problem area framework as the
basis for the organization of the core program. The problem areas were de-
fined in terms of the common needs; problems, and personal-social interests of'
boys and girls. Many different devices were used in gathering the data, such
as (1) community studies, (2) results 'of standardized tests, (3) interest in-
ventories, (4) conferences, and (5) survey of the literature pertinent to adoles-
cent growth and development. The problem areas "pegged" for the junior
high school are:

SEVENTH GRADE: Problems of
School Living
Personal and Community H ealth with emphasis on personal health
Intercultural Relations

Economic Relations

EIGHTH GRADE: Problems of
School Living
Self Understanding
World Peace
Conservation of Natural Resources
Rome and Family Living

NINTH GRADE: Problems of
LivingSchool

Finding Values by Which We Live ,

Democratic Government (Processes and Developiient)
Communication in a Contemporary World
Vocations and Employment

Teachers and pupils plan cooperatively learning experiences within these
broad areas. If at anytime a problem arises that is so significant that the group
feels it needs to deal with It, t)le group k free to depart from the suggested
structure.

An Illustrative Unit Within the Problem-Area Frametoork.--`=During the 1966-
57 school term ohe seventh-grade clam became very much concetned that they
were not allowed to play varsity sports. A classroom discussion of this prob-
lem revealed deep-seated concerns these youngsters had relative to their
recreational ac, ties and effective performance of their own bodies. Que.-
tions raisid weire:

Why don't I grow taller?
Why do I eat a lot beta fail to gain weight?
Why aren't seventh graders allowed to play varsity sports?
What tames headaches?
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18 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE 1CORE PROGRAM

Why do I "catch" cold easily?
What causes my teeth to hurt?
How can I reduce without going on a diet?
Why is it that I don't sleep well?
Why do I get tired so easily?
Do all girls the same age develop the same way?
Why do I get upset easily?

After much discussion, the group set up the following problem! How can we
gain a better understanding of the way we grow and develop? Pupils engaged
in various activities which they agreed would help them with their problem.
They

1. Constructed height and weight charts for the class in an effort to see what
was normal growth.

2. Visited the school nursery tgobserve and study preschool children at various
stages of:growth and development.

3. Invited the father of one of the pupils in the claw who was a dentist to talk
on the how and why of tooth decay.

JP

4. Had a science teacher help the class prepare slides for microscope showing
the kinds of cells.

5. Worked out personality ratings and suggested plans for improvement.

6. Interpreted charts and graphs relative to adolescent growth and develop-
ment.

7. Took interest inventory- to note kinds of interests in the clam.
lL 8. Invited the physical education teacher to talk about physical strength,

endurance, coordination, and their relation to growth and development.

9. Examined materials pertaining to the various organs of the body in terms of
structure and function.

10. Prepared well balanced menus for a week, culminati g in a breakfast pre-
pared under the guidance of a home economics teacher.

11. Developed a museum of hearts of various animals which had previously
been examined in relation to structure and function.

12. Had the guidance counselor examine with the class the how and why of
the testing program of the school.

13. Read biographies of health heroes.

14. Invited the school nurse to talk on communicable diseases.

16. Prepared bulletin board diSplay of significant findings.

Evaluation was continuous throughout the experience. Such questions as
these were constantly raised: What are our purposes? What resoUrces shall
we use? How shall we collect and organize our materials? How shall we
put our findings in good form? nat skills do we need to get the job done?
What seem to be our next steps? '1'he teacher held individual conferences
with pupils from time to time. During these conferences she counselled pupils
on reading, writing, speaking, and listenipg skills. Citizenship and problem-
solving skills were examined and suggestions made for improvement. These
were all done within the context of the problem under investigation, Pupik
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 19

had objective evidence of their progress through examining with the teachers
materials filed in their core folders. A final activity in the evaluation was the
administratichi by the teacher of a paper and pencil test relative to the broad
understandings in the problem under investigation.

Guidance. The school has two full-time guidance counselors; however, the
key guidance person in the core teacher. It is felt that the counselors are
specialists and that their activities are basically of two kinds, (1) service role
to classroom teachers, and (2) aiding in the coordination of curriculum de-
velopment. The development of the above learning unit is indicative of how
core teachers perform the basic guidance function: Through individual counsel-
ling, through a study of group relations, and through the kind of problem being
explored.

4

The Inset-rice Prograrn.Grade level groups in the school meet weekly to
deal with curriculum problems. Many 9f the faculty meetings are geared to.
examining present practices find proposing actidn in the area of curriculum
development. Pupils are dismissed from schcol one-half day each month on a
county=wide basis so that teachers and administrators can work on curriculum
problemi. ',Consultants have continually been brought into the program in
the Fairmont Heights High School to help the staff gain new understandings,
clarify currentoractices, and suggest next steps. During the 1964-55 school
term the staff was challenged by consultants from the Horace Mann-Lincoln
Institute of School Experimentation to explore the following considerations in
planning for talented youth: (1) Talents needed in a democratic society; (2)
how to identify the talented; 'and (3) factors to be considered in developing
experiences for the talented. A team of instructors from New York University
during the 1955-56 school term helped the staff to reexamine its concepts of
general education, and to take a look at some of the big ideas and'processes in
science and the iesthetics. It attempted to help the staff improve its under-
standing of critical thinking as it permeated the entire life of the school.

The staff has been concerned since 1956 with a further exploration of se-
lected cultural resources in terms of big ideas, basic issues within the resource
and ways of getting the resource in touch with boys and girls and their problems.

Chang.. In Typalf Programs

The Office of Education study of core curriculum. practices pub-
lished in 19528 makes possible a comparison of the frequency of oc:
currence of the four types of programs, then and now. On the
questionnaire in that study, principals were asked to indicate whether
each of the four types was used "exclusively," "in most classes," or
"in some classes." Thus, they were permitted to show the variations
of ,use of types of programs in their schoota, whereas in the present
study they were asked to check onbr 'that statement which "best de-

scribes most common practice. If in the 1952 study the "used.

exclpsively" percentages are added to those for "used ift.most classes,"
I Wright, Grace 8. Core Curriculum Dreelopswia, Problems clad Practices, Washington, U. S. Govern-

ment Printing Office. (Office of Education, Bulletin 1952, No. 5). p. 8.

4



20 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND VIE CORE PROGRAM

figures roughly comparable with the present study are obtained, as
shown in the following tabulation:

Program Type

_

C -

D _

1957 Study 195S Study'
Percent Paved

68 41
20 .23

6 20
6 4

PerrentageA do not total l00 because some Ohools did not cheek either the -used exclusively" or
"wed in mom/ classes" category.

The percentage* for type A programs. indicate a spectacular rise
during the past few years. Percentages for type C on the other hand
show a decided slump. However, when numbers of schools are con-
sidered, the number of type C schools that can be estimated from the
sample in this study is slightly larger than 104 reporting predom-
inantly type C programs in the 1952 study. The difference becomes
somewhat greater when allowance is made for the inclusion in the
1952 study of grades above the ninth as well as the ninth grade in
8-4 systems.

It is extremely doubtful that more than a few schools conform
strictly to one type of program in all classes. The 1952 study showed
as many as 3 and 4 types Operating in a single school. Even in the
present study when principals were asked to check only the type which
best describes most common practice, some checked more than one,
usually indicating the one most commonly followed. When such a
distinction was ndt made, the author gave preference to the type that
seemed indicated from all the information provided. (See New York
Program, P. 60.)

Contemplated Changes.Some schools that introduce the block-tinie
arrangement never take a next step toward developing a core pro-
gram. Most principals having a type A program appear to be satis-
fied viith the advantages the block-time class. offers and have no
present intention of moving into a core program. However, answers
to the question, "Do you plan to change from the type of program
you now have to another type?" reveal that 17 percent of those re-
porting type A do plan to move to B, C, or D, while only 5 percent
of those reporOng type B plan to change to type C or D. No princi-
pals with C or D programs retorted plans to change to another type.

It is the writer's opinion that core programs develop when they are
systematically Anima, and this usually at the time the initial cur-
riculum reorganization takes place. ) Staff turnover being what it is,
core programs continue so long" as adequate supervision is provided.
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It is true that some teachers of block-time classes in schools permitting
deviations from a fixed body of content and allowing flexibility in
method will without assistance develop core programs. But, it is ncot
true of ail or even most of the teachers in any school that lacks total
staff planning and the active encouragement and- cooperation of the
principal.

Organization of Block-Time Classes

Subject combinations Reported t

-English-social studies is the most frequently found combination of
subjects in block-time classes. Of the 944 grades with block-time
classes (see table 6), 72 peccent are of this type, the same percentage
found in the office's study reported for 1949.9 An additional 14
percent of the courses, or grades, include with English and social
studies one or two other subjects general science, mathematics, or
both.

Table b.Subjects combined in block-time classes in erodes 7, 1, and 9 in 417 schools
in this etediy

Subjects combined

All subject eambinations

English and social studies
Englisn, social studies, and

Mence
Mathematics
Science and mathematics,.

Science and mathematics__
Social studies and mathematics_
F it& and mathematics_

studies and science_ _ _ _

English and science_ __ _

Other groupings

Schools with block-time chums

7

Grades

471

8

355

313 265

25 15
31 11
30 18
40 28
6 3
5 2
8 3
7 4
6 6

-

102

1

2

6

3

3

All grades

Number Percent

144

41
44
48
74
9
8

14
11
15

1 OS

72.0

4.3
4.7
5.1
7.8
1.0

.9
1.5
1.2
1.5-

Several circumstances justify the English-social studies combina-
tion. First of all, language arts can be taught functionally in de-
veloping a unit of work which lies largely in the social studies field.
Every unit or problem in a unified studies or core program involves
*Wright, op. at. Bulletin 1950, No. 51,p4118.
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22 BLOCK-T1ME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM
fib

research, writing, discussing, reporting, and the study of needed
English skills, as well as the reading of pertinent literature.

In the next place, English and social studies are the subjects or
areas most commonly required of all pupils in the three junior high
school grades. Furthermore, these are the areas in which units of
work relating to the personal-social needs of boys and giiis are most
often found when the subjects are taught separately. Cuiriculum
guides for both language arts and social studies may include such
units as orientation to the school, knowing our community, planning
for the future, developing leisure-time interests, getting along with
others, and family relationships. In this sense, the combination of
the two subjects avoids the overlapping that can happen when the
dubjects are taught separately by different teachers.'

And lastly, since so much of American literature helps pupils to
understand the history and geography of the United States and of
the . I and promotes the development of good citizenship, the
social studies-English combination provides opportunities for the
correlation or fusion of the two areas by the teacher, and can
give the pupils integrated learning experiences. -

The science-mathematics combination is of fairly frequent occur-
rence; 7.8 percent of the 944 grades reported it. This represents a
50-percent increase since 1949. As would be expected, nearly all of
these classes are of the simple block-time arrangement, that is, the
subjects are taught separately, with or without plarined correlation.
They are combined primarily to reduce the number of teachers to
whom each junior high school pupil must adjust. Schools having a
mathematics-science block class usually have one for English-social
studies also.

Subjects in other curriculum areas are occasionally included with
combinations listed in table fi. These include health and hygiene,
reported for 23 of the 944 grades coverea by the table; art or music
or both, reported for 14 grades; and guidance, as a subject, reported
for 36 of the grades.

Length of the Block-Time Class

In most schools block-time classes meet for the same number of
periods the dames they replace would meet if taught separately.
That is, an English-social studies block class usually meets for 10
periods a week (8 if the school is running hour-long periods scheduled
4 times weekly) a block class combining English-social studies-science
meets for 12, 13, or 15 periods a week depending upon whether 2, 3,

i4
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

or 5.periods aye designated for science in that system. When health,
art, music, or guidance as a separate subject is included, 2 periods for
each are added.

There are some schools, however, which allow more than one period
daily for each subject included in the block class. In approximately
15 percent of the schools in the study, block classes combining English
and social studies wexe reported as meeting 15 periods weekly. These
usually are in grade 7, but they may be in grade 8, and occasionally-
they are in grade 9. In the 72 schools reporting 15 periods weekly for
English-social studies, 28 indicated that an extra period was provided
for reading or language skills, and 15 listed the geography-history, or
history-civics combination, showing that the extra period falls in the
sOcial studies area. Also, 7 schools reporting 20 periods weekly for
block-time classes listed only language arts and social studies as the
subjects included."'"

These classes are similar to another type of class reported by re-
sponding principals but not included among the 487 schools in the
study: The double-period classes in language arts, and less frequently,
in social studies. Approximately 75 schools in the sample reported
such double-period classes.

Names Used To Designate Types of Block-Time Classes

In schools in this study reporting type A programs, one-fourth use
"core" as the identifying term; approximately one-fourth use the
mimes of subjects included in the block, language -social studies

s being the most frequent. (See table 7.) Other names commonly
found among this group are "unified studies," "block class," and
"self-contained classroom."

Among schools reporting B, C, or D type programs, one-half refer
to their programs as "core." The combination of individual subject
names, such as English-social studies, reported by 15 percent of the
schools, is the next most common usage. Following in order of fre-
quency of use are vunified studies," "social living," "self-contained
classroom," and "basic education."

A few schools reported the use of more than one term to designate
their programs. These have been included in the total count in
table 8. Sometimes- there were in fact two-different kinds of block
classes offered in a school, such as "core" and "mathematics-science";
and in, three schools a different name was given to the program at
each grade level.

The use of "core" for type A programs, which by definition are
block-time classal of separate subjects, with or without planned cor-

464561-58-----5
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24 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROtAtf

relation, would seem to represent either a lack of preciseness of under-
standing or of acceptance of the meaning of the term. There is a
vast difference in method and in content between (1) the program in
Which one teacher simply attempts to correlate two separately taught
subjects in a block of time, as in the A-type program, and (2) the
program which draws its content from any subject area that can
contribute to the solution of a problem related to the personal-social
needs and interests of adolescents in this society and which makes
use of problem-solving techniques and democratic procedures, as do
the type C and D programs.

.4p

Table 7.--Namos Plod by schools for Omit block-time classes, by typo of program.
a.

Name.

Core
Unified studies .
Block clam
Self -contained classroom_ _ .. ******4 Bauer educati9n.
General eduralion...... . _

Common kat-mugs
Social _ .

Multiple or dou
-

period
Combined studi
Ilomeroom
Team
Integrated class
Miscellaneous: . fusion, fundamental learning,

modified program, extended period, corm-
lated class, etc. (1 or 2 mentions each).

Subject names, such as English-social studies
claw

Number of schools

Type A I Type B, C, D
programs programs

Total+

78
39
31
25
18
16
15
12
8

4
3
3

11

73

341

81
18
5

11
11

4
12

1

2

180

Total

159
57
36
36
29
22
19
24
9

6
3
3

17

96

521

I Some schools use more than one name, thus bringing the total above 487.

Year of Introduction of Block-Tim Programs

The years that block-time programs were introduced as given by
the 444 principals responding to the question are shown in table 8.
A number of the 43 principals not specifying a date stated they had
no knowledge of the time of its beginning.

Except f one school which had a limited seventh-grade common-
learnin . : dating back to 1927, the earliest block-time pro-
grams in this study were developed in the years just preceding World
War II. This was the period during whi h the Eight-Yew Study")
was in progress, and it was this period that : : " the initial spurt in the
IsAikin, Wilford M. Titc. Story.stihs Hied-Year Study. New York, Harper & Bros., 1942.
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

development of block-time and core Trograms. Much of the experi-
mentation engendered during that period ceased with the outbreak of
World War IL During -the war years, 1942-45, an estimated 26
programs in the present study were begun and have continued to the
present time. In the following four post-war years, 81 programs, or
three times as many, were developed and have continued.

Table $..Year of introduction of block-time dosses by type of program, as ',ported by
444 principals.

ear of in t rod uc ta on

1927
Prewar s emirs, 1935-1941
World War 11 years, 1942-45
Postwar yearn, 1946-49
1950_ ...... _
1951..
1052
1933.

. .

10S5
1956

Total

. ..... ..... . -

Type A
programs

2

1

15
15
43
30
14
26
31
37
39
48

299

Nurtitwr of schools

Type B. C,
proem MS

-

3

......

Total

4

14 29
11 26
38 81
17 47

21
13 39
6 37

16 53
i:ii 52
101 58

145 444

As to types of programs, it can be seen from table 8 that through
1950, only 35 percent of the existing A programs had been begun;
while 55 percent of the existing B-C-D type programs had been
started. This might indicate either (1) a slackening of the develop-
ment of unified studies and core programs and an increase in the
development of combined studies programs, or (2) that programs begin
with the block-time organization and develop into core.

For readers interested in the extent to which core programs once
begun tend to continue, it may be determined from table 8 that a
total of 137 programs in this study were begun prior to 1950. If this
number is .enlarged for all junior and junior-senior high schools, it
will be found not very different from the total of 570 such schools
reported in the Office of Education's 1949 studY."

0

II Wright, op. cit. Bulletin 1050, No. 5, p. 11.
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Part II.

DEVELOPING A

CORE PROGRAM

ONLY THOSE schools reporting type B, C, and D programs from
the sample of 487 schpols with block-time classes, as described

in part I, were asked to fil1i the second half of the questionnaire,
which forms the basis for part II of this study. Many of the principals
of these 159 schools submitted materials describing their programs.
These sources of information are drawn upon for illuittative purposes.

In discussing the data derived from the second half of the question-
naire, distinctions are made between type B programs, unified studies
or subject-centered core, and types C and D, when differences are
discernible. Frequently; however, the three types of programs are
considered together and referre4 to collectively as "core."

Unified studies and dore classes do have many similarities, There
is first of all the block organization; as part of the school's general
education Program they are concerned with information and skills
needed by all pupils; the unit method of instruction with cooperative
planning of activities is used; and communication skills are taught as
they are needed in the effective of the unit in progress.
The big difference lies in conten emphasis. Smith, Stanley, and
Shores state this difference succinctly:'

I Smith, B. 0., Stanley, W. 0., and Shoros, J. H. Fundamentals of Curriculum Development. New
York, World Book Co. Rev. ed. 1957. p.
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28 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE iliOGRAM

The most serious criticism of unified courses, as an exemplification of a core
program, is the fact that they are divorced from social problems now plaguing
the world and from any deliberate consideration of values and. social goals.
The first and most vital of the distinctive elements of a core curriculum is a
constant and consistent social orientationone which fequires that democracy
as a system of values be apparent jn the goals, selection of experiences, and
methods of teaching. The program called a "unified:courses core" empha-
sizes the content of organized fields of knowledge and, like other forms of sub-
ject organization, neglects social-moral ideals and social goals.

Initial Steps

The success of a core program is contingent upon many factors, one
of the most important being the manner in which it is introduced.
Too often in the past some teacher was heard to remark, "I've been
told I'm to teach core next fall, and I don't even know what it is."

Planning for a Core Program

Ideally a decision to have a core program is a shared one. It
evolves after considerable study by the entire staff of the school's
objectives and methods of attaining them. The staff may be joined
in its study by representative parents and pupils.

The extent to which teachers and others were involved in the intro-
duction of the core program in the responding schools in this study is
shown below:

The idea to have a core program was initiated by Percent of
schools

(151
responses)

Administrator(s) 48
Teachers_ 9
Administrator riT-and teachers 34
Administrator(s), teachers, and public

Before the program was started, there was orientation of Percent of
schools

(150
responses)

Teachers who would be actively involved, such as core teachers,
librarian, guidance counselor 52

Entire faculty 22
Faculty and public 10
Faculty and pupils
Faculty, public, and pupils

3
13

When curriculum reorganization is to result in a core program, a
period of inservice study and preparation by the teachers who are to
teach core classes is essential, especially if these teachers have had no

a
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

previous training or experience in achieving the goali of a core pro-
gram. During this period other members of the faculty render
assistance whenever it is needed. A consultant may or may not be
called in, usually depending upon whether a qualified curriculum co-
ordinator is available locally to work 'with, teachers. L

Some of the kinds of things that need to be developed, or at least
considered, during this preintroductory period are set forth in the
following seven steps in the development of a. core program -formu-
lated by Alberty:2

1. Formulate the philosophy and purposes' of the school.
2. Determine the common needs (or problems) of students.
3. Establish and organize problem areas (scope).
4. Establish a basib for determining sequence.
5. Develop resource materials based upon the problem areas.
6. Develop learning units in the classroom.
7. Set up a program of evaluation consistent with the philosophy underlying

this type of program.

Principals in this study were asked to indicate the length of time
the staff was engaged in studying and planning _after the decision to
have a core program was reaehed.*. The 139 principals responding to
this item on the questionnaire reported as follows:,

Percent
1114,4ng time qf schools

2 weeks or less 14
3-6 weeks 15
Approximately 1 year 49
More than a year 22

Thus, slightly more than one-fourtly of the schools had devoted 6
weeks or less to study and preplanning, while in nearly three-fourths
of the schools a year or more was given to suck; preparation. The
failure of 20 principals to respond to the item about the extent of
preplanning, may indicate an absence of any preplanning, or it may
indicate only that they were unable now to-say how much of it there
had been.

How long the preintroduction period of preparation should be, for
optimum growth of teachers and success of the program depends upon
what thee principal expects of his teachers the first year. In some
ihstances a staff prefers the , gradual approach, beginning with the
block of time in which teachers simply correlate subjects to the extent
that is feasible and assume the additional guidance responsibilities
made possible by the longer class period. Then by providing con-
tinuing programs of inservice education or helping them informally
as they work with their classes, the principal or supervisor facilitates

I Alberty, Reorganising the High School Curriculum, New York, Tbe Macmillan C. Rev. r

ed, 1953. p. 260.
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30 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

their taking the next easy step, and the next, and the next, until a core
program is achievednot necessarily by all teachers at the same time.
Several principals reported introducing the program in one grade
only, usually the seventh, and adding a grade each year. The
seyenth-grade teachers of the first year of the experiment become the
seconcbrear's eighth-grade teachers. A new group of teachers who
are interested and who have shared in planning sessions with the first
group take the new seventh graders.

Lapeer, Mich., High School used the gradual approach. It began
with the simple combination of civics and English classes in the
ninth grade. In this instance, the program was extended downward
to the seventh and eighth grades and upward into the tenth grade.
Individual teachers were encouraged to experiment, moving towards
a core program as they gained assurance in methods of working. The
principal reported a type-D program predominating. According to
their handbook, the plan has operated in -a generally satisfactory
manner. The fact that few teachers have received college training
in core techniques, however, has made it necessary for new teachers
more or less to feel their way as they go along.'

For the most part they have proceeded carefully starting the year with
clearly defined subject lines, using 1 hour for one subject and the second for
the other. As they have become more sure of themselves, the general pattern
kas been to begin to correlate the subjects and finally to woit for a consider-
able amount of integration.

The degree to which the content of the courses is kept within the subjpct
area framework and the degree to which the content is selected by the students,
based upon their personal interests, is left largely to the discretion of each
individual teacher. New teachers as well as students usually feel more com-
fortable if the pattern to which they have ,been accustomed is not too abruptly
changed.

The success of a core program depends to a high degree upon the enthusiasm
and "pioneering" spirit which individual teachers have for working in a new
and fairly untried field.

Stating tit. Purposes and Oblectives b

When ,the staff of a school or school system has decided to have a
core, program, it frequently spells out the purposes the program is te
serve Or seta up objectives for core in terms .of its *Tall philosophy
and the common needs and problems of students. A third of the
principals answered "yes" to the question, "Do you have a prepared
statement of the philosophy,. purposes, or 'major objectives of your,
%gore, prograni?" Illustrative of the several Statements received are

following from schools in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
California:
° Lapeer, Mieb., Public Schools. Handbook for Teachers of Core, 1966. p. 1.
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.44P

Courtesy of Baltimore County Md. Public &Leis

Pupils work individually and in groups to achieve their goals.

liel Alton High School, Charles County, Md.

A core program ihould enable the pupil to see life and live it in the school,
home, and community u a unifying experience. The problems should be de-
veloped to meet the needs according to abi 'ties, interests and conditions of
each individual.

Democratic living should be practiced by ving pupils an active part in
shaping their society. Situations should be c ,katw in which pupils may de-
velop a sense of responsibility towards,themselves and their group.

An interest should be manifested in the griiwth and behavior pi the pupil
i4offen gby experiences through which the pupil may detvelop socially, mentally,

and p evilly, thereby becoming capable of making profitable use of .his
leisure time.

Opporturitties a be off which will lead the child through continuous
growth for life whether tally retarded or socially maladjusted.

1 4 . _

Gillespie Arnim High School, Phil. lpMa, Pa.

The purposes of our core program are to teach the pupils of all dames and
levels to live together harmoniously, to give the teacher a better understanding
of her pupils so !she may better teach.them, to forward their formal education
in harmony with the demands of tke city and Comilonwealth as evidenced in
the Various guides, and to meet their immediate problems of adolescence.
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BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

Involved in this are the following goals:
(1) Joint planning and evaluation
(2) Real and creative experiences
(3) Leadership ...
(4) Variety of methods of learning
(6) Class sharing

Columbus, Ohio (olf-Containftl Classrooms)

To strive for the discovery and full development of the potentialities of each
individual through meeting his needs and interests.

To develop respect for the personality and rights of every individual.

To empiasize good human relations in the home, school, community, nation
and world.

To develop understanding, appreciation, and practice *Of the principles and .

`' ideals of democracy and a responsibility for their perpetuation.

To provide practical experiences in democratic procedures and cooperative
living through planning, working, and evaluating together.

To relate educational experiences to the civic, economic, and social life- 1
situations faced by the learner.

To develop the skills, knowledge, and attitudesenecessary for effective living.

To meet the needs of the learner through the use of a variety of materials
and methods.

To encourage wide use of community resources.

To develop an intellectual curiosity and the ability to think critically.

Burbank, Calif.

Because the chief responsibilities of the teacher of social living are in the
fields of English, the social studies, and guidance, the instructiona _program
in the two-period English-social studies core is planned to emphasize the fol-
lowing aims:

a. To help pupils grow in effective democratic citizenship through learning
experiences which help to develop an increasing understanding of the privileges
and responsibilities of American democracy and a deeper awareness of the
values of the democratic way of life for all peoples, and through opportunities
both as individuals and as members of the group to practice the democratic

Nay of life.

b. To help pupils achieve more effective human relationships through help-
ing them to solve their problems of personal and social adjustment.

C. To help pupils become more effective in their ability to use the funda-
mental skills, habits, and abilities through providing learning experiences
that will help them to grow in reading, speaking, listening, writing, critical
thinking, and desirable work fiabits.

d. Tocprovide experiences that may lead later to vocational choices through:
(1) An introductory study of vocations on the ninth grade level; and (2) guid-
ance in selecting courses to be taken on the 9th- and 10th-grade levels.

.

.
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Covrtuy Prim* Georges &anti Md. Public &Awls

Planning and working In small groups develop a sin se of individual rispensibility and
appreciation of the contributions of others.

.1

Soloction of Teachers
11/

Principals were asked to rank in order of their significance the
factors they consider in selecting teachers for core classes. Table 9
shows for the seven factors listed the number of times each was ranked
first, second, or third.

When any list of competencies needed by core teachers is formu-
lated, one that invariably appears at or near the top of the list is
broad informational and general education background with ability
to utilize contributions of various fields of knowlege. The data in this
study reveal that principals are in more general agreement ,on this
qualification than upon any other. As can be seen in table 9, 64 or
nearly half of the 138 principals gave first priority to the item "broad
general education and experience." No other item received such
clear-cut acceptance for top rank. Next highest, checked by 28
principals as first choice, was the teacher's expressed interest in teach-
ing core. Saying it another way, at least one-fifth of the principals
would not ask a teacher to take a core class who was not actively
interested in doing so.
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34 .BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

Do principals selecting core teachers give preference to those pre-
pared for elementary school teaching over those prepared as high school
subject teachers, as is sometimes suggested? Responses in this study
are not conclusive. More principals gave first place to eleffientary-
teatcher preparation, but for,the total of first three places, there were
63 principals considering high-school teacher Preparation as opposed
to 41 considering elementary-teacher preparation.

el

Table 9.--Factors to which principals give priority in selecting teachers for core classes.1

Factors

Broad general education and experience_
Expressed interest in such as smignmeitt . _ _
Elementary-teaching preparation or experience
College preparation for core
Teaching experience in one of the subjects in-

volved or a major therein _ _ _ _ _ _
Participation in core workshops or similar in-

service experiences
Course work in child growth and dev-elopr-nenti...

Total

Number of times checked

As first
choice

64
28
14
13

9

4

138

As second
choice

21
20
18
17

23

11
20

130

As third
choice Total

9
20

14

31

24
16

123

04

41
44

41
40

391

The data were studied in relation both to size of school and type of program, but no significant dif-ferences were observed.

Selection of Content and Preparation of Resource Units

The content or scope of the core program in any school is of course
consonant with the philosophy of the school or school system. In
schools having a unified studies or subject-centered core program
(type B), there may be a central theme or center of interest for each
grade, such as in grade 8, Our American Heritage, with units from
American history studied chronologically. Or there may be a series
of broad units, again drawn from the subjects fused in the block class.
Risinger's analysis of the many teaching units mitt him by core teach-
ers in his study revealed that a relatively high riumber were subject-
matter units, such as one might find in any other type of curriculum
pattern. At the same time, 96 percent of the principals in his study
agreed, strongly or partially, that a greater emphasis on life problems
would improve their core program.4

Risinger, Robert G. An Investigation of the Core Curriculum in the Junior High Schools of the Unite
Otates. Doctor's thesis, 1955. Boulder, University of Colorado. p. 451.
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IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 35

The content or scope of type C and D programs is centered in prob-
lem areas identified as those in which boys and girls of the grade level
have common problems, as was explained in an earlier section of this
bulletin. In the unstructured core program (type D) the areas of
pupil concern are identified in the classroom through teacher-pupil
planning. Prepared lists of possibl4 areas may or may not be avail-
able to guide them. Usually, in type C programs, 3 or 4 problem
areas which the staff has deemed pertinent for a particular grade level
are pegged for that grade with 2 or 3 others listed as optional. From
this latter group choices are made in each class by teacher and pupils
,planning together.

To aid the teacher in identifying a problem within a broad category ,

or problem area and in developing a learning unit with his class, many
schools provide resource units, or resource guides, for each of the
problem areas comprising the scope of their program. These resource
guides include a variety of sources of information. The two sections
that follow provide some examples of the kinds of topics and problem
areas that are used bk schools in the present study, and discuss the
warriti which resource units are developed.

Problem Areas, Problems, and Units, of Work
41.

Several lists of comprehensive problem areas have been compiled by
individuals working in the field. Lurry, who defined a problem area
as "a broad category around which a large number of adolescent prob-.
lems cluster," identified 16 such areas which may become "a basis for
the scope of an adequate core program." These categories include
school living, self-under$tanding, values by which we live, social rela-
tionships, vocations, conservation of. natural resources, education,
use of leisure, family living, communication, democratic government,
community and personal health, economic relationships in a dem-
ocracy, achieving world peace, intercultural relations, and critical
thinking.' Some of the following illustrations of practice can be
readily identified with these problem areas; others are not so dear-cut.

The units of work or areas studied in the eighth grade of the Royster
Junior High School, Chanute, Kans., are typical of those found in
the unified studies program which has American history as one of
the subjects combined in the block class. As can be observed from
the following list, there is a chronological approach to the study of
areas of American history.

I Lurry, Lucile EL. Developing a High School Core Program. New York, Macmillan Co., 1957. p. 20, 60.
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Orientation (getting acquainted, the library, how to study, parliamentary
-4 procedure)

Understanding our people
Immigration and colonization
Understanding our Government (the development and growth of the demo-

cratic principles)
Development and growth of our Nation (territorial expansion)
Our resources and the growth of our country as an industrial Nation
United States becomes a world power 4

Our cultural 'growth

Units for the ninth grade in urqfied studies programs are often quite
like those found in core programs. Community civics, frequently the
social studies subject for ninth grade, lends itself more readily than
do geography and history to the development of units of significance
in the lives of boys and girls here and now as well as in the future.
Without departing from the area of civics or citizenship, ninth-grade
classes can deal with real-life problems of a personabeocial nature.
The principal of the Chanute, Kans., school referred to above re-
ported his program type B for grades 7 and 8 and type C for ninth
grade. He listed the following problem areas for his ninth grade:

Orientation
Understanding American citizenship (meaning of democracy and our demo-

cratic form of government)
Comparison of governmenth
Understanding our national, State, county and city governments
Understanding ourselves and others (personality, Tanners, grooming, emo-

tions and mental health, getting along with others)
Looking to the future (vocations)

The staff of Druid High School, Tuscaloosa, Ala., believes that
activities in a core program should be organized around the personal
and social problems common to adolescent boys and girls and should

.;represent real-life situations to provide youth with opportunities to
arrive at sound understanding and judgment. The principal re-
ported that the following units were studied in the core program
(type D) by seventh- and eighth-grade pupils in 1956-57:

SEVENTH GRADE:

Orientation
Know your city Tuscaloosa
Using services and buying goods in our community
Food and the human body
Gifts from other nations

EIGHTH GRADE:

Our Stat.e government
Our Federal government
Improved home and family living

;
. . .
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Boy and girl relationships
Understanding the culture of other races

Herndon, Va., High School uses a broad center of interest for its
eighth t'.%..- program, reported as type Di Even though some prob-
lenr for development are suggested, the broad latitude allowed
teachers in type D programs is indicated in the following note ac-
companying the returned questionnaire:

It is hoped and desired that teachers will constructively criticize the center
of interest and the problems indicated for its development. It is not intended
that the stated problems limit classroom instruction. There are, rm doubt,
other problems as worthy of development as these. What has been done in
the statement of these problems is simply to relate them, first, to the center
of interest, and second, to the interest and maturity level of eighth-grade pupils.
It would seem desirable that such additional problems 'as may be discovereckbe
chosen with these criteria in mind. Further, suggested topics for units of
work indicated under each broad problem have been developed as a guide
for teachers in planning others peculiar to a given group _of pupils. It is em-
phasized that none perhaps is strictly applicable to instruction in any clam.
They are suggested as means of providing additional assistance to teachers in
building experience units with pupils.

CENTER Of INTEREST

Development of Pupil's Understanding of Himself
in Relationship to His Environment.

Suggested Problem:

How do our soils, water, forests, and minerals affect the kinds of communities
in which people live?

How do community resources determine the manner in which people earn a
living?

How can knowledge of consumer values improve daily living?

How has the development of systems of transportation made tis dependent
upon other localities?

How have modern means of communication caused closer relationships among
peoples of distant areas?

How does the development of our abilities to appreciate art, literature, and
music increase our capacity for fuller living?

Haw may our school life affect our future?

How can we better understand our rights, dutiei, and obligations in a demo-
cratic society?

How can health and safety prictices aid the development of improved living
conditions?

How can individual participation in the activities of the church improve our
communities?

a-4
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, t.8

yrederick County, Md., presents a still differedt pattern of scope
and sequence in its problem areas, revised during the summer of 1957
by a workihop of teachers. The schoolrsystem's aim for a Type C_
program in its junior 'high schools may be seen in the following state-
ment of its problem areas.'

Serentli grade GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS 4%ir
petting along with others in school: How can I adjust to a new situation and

get the most out of my school experience in the seventh grade?
Conservation of human resources: What do we have to work with and how

can we use it to the best advantage?

Conservation of natural resources: (1) How are our lives affected by our
natural reisources? (2) How are our natural resources developed and
used?

Our neighbors: (1 . How can we live and work democratically with the dif-
ferent social groups in our own community? (2) How are our lives Affected
by the lives of our continental neighbors?

Eighth grade ----OuR AMERICAN HERITAGE

Maryland as America in miniature: How can we better understand the United
States by studying Maryland as America in miniature?

Citizenship in the United State3: How don citizen3hip in the United States
bring privileges and tesponsibilities?

Technological changes: How have technological changes influenced and al-
,. fected our way of life?

.
4-NinTh grade LIVING IN THE WORLD TODAY

1

.;
Orientation to new classirFhool situation: (1) How can I adjust to new

situatio and get the most mit of this school year? (2) How does the
school rve me and what are my responsibilities to the school?

Our expanding world and our shrinking world: (1) How big is the world?
(DistanceTime) (2) How smalli.s the world? (3) What does it mean.

to live in the air age?

Who are the people of the world: (1) How can we get a better understanding
of the peoples of other nations? (2) How can we develop a greater ap-
preciation of their contributions to our way of life?

Educational and vocational opportunities: (1) What are my educational and
vocational opportunities? (2) How tan I take my place in the world
of work?

Making the best use of the world's goodsconsumer education: What are my
responsibilities as a good citizen in using the resources and products of
my country and my world?

Frederick County, Md., Board of Education. Underatandinc Myself and My World and Living in a
Democratic Society. Frederick, Md., Board of Education, 1957. (Core Bulletin II.)
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Prow:ring Resource Units

The resource unit is the core teacher's curriculum guide. It is not
a prescription to be followed but is a compilation of many and varied
suggestions helpful in developing a teaching unit: These suggestions
should stimulate further thinking and serve as a catalyst in the pro-
duction of new ideas in total class planning. The Prince Georges
County, Md., school system states the purposes of its resource units
as follows:

1. To furnish suggestions for materials, methods, activities, teaching aids, and
evaluative procedures for building a learning unit.

2..To provide a means for helping the teacher to organize mate;ials so that he
can depart from the traditional use of the textbook as a guide in curriculum
development.

3. To provide suggestions for the teacher for translating an educational philoso-
phy into practice.

4. To serve as a guide in helping the teacher to include in the learning unit
cgrtain important values basic to education in a democracy.

6

kCarte* of Prow. &swim County Md. Ptibisc Schools

Oboe by teacher and supervisor, a core group completeschfric en a mural, an activity
01 It class to contribute le the development of the ' Warning unit.
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40 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

5. To sensitize the teacher to all of the significant problems and issues that
have a bearing on an area of living.

6. To utilize the personnel resources of the school appropriate to the coopera-
tive preplanning of a particular unit.

7. To conserve the time of the teacher.
c.%

-14

. 8. To make provision for having teaching materials ayailable when needed.

Many variations are possible in the kinds of information included
in a resource unit. In general, however, such a unit defines the scope
of the problem area covered, lists possible goals or objectives, and
suggests a wide variety of activities from which teacher and pupils
may choose those offering the most promise in working on their par-
ticular problem. It lists books and other printed materials as well as
audio-visual aids that the teacher may bring to the class or suggest
to pupils. It suggests ways of evaluating progress- as work proceeds
and for assessing learning as changed behavior in terms of the class's
objectives, upon the completion of the unit. Lapeer, Mich., High
School in its Handbook for Teachers of Core' cites the following general
features of resource units:

4111. Growth and development characteristics of children of the ages for which
the material is planned.

2. The relation of this resource unit to other work.

a

3. Important objectives in terms of (a) understanding, (b) attitudes, and (c)
skills.

Samples of the range of experiences which may be used.

5. Lista of possible activities for pupils under such headings as orientation, re-
search, construction, experimentation, creative work, review applications,
culmination, and self-appraisal.

s.

6. Important concepts and information in science, social studies, language
arts, mathematicsmany of which would be, needed in carrying out the
suggestecractivities.

7. Suggestions for teacher-pupil planning and helps for the teacher in guiding
learning experiences day by day.

8. A few sample teaching plans 4eveloped by other teachers in the school
system for this same grade emphasis, or perhaps quotations from logs or
diaries of teachers who have 'successfully guided children through units,
of work in the general area.

9. Suggestions as to how the teacher or the childrenor boil, might evaluate
the progress made toward the objectives.

10. Lists of instructional material available in the community, in the libraries,
and in the individual school.

7 Lapeer, Mich., Public ashools, op. cit, p. 5.
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Although it is quite possi6le to have resource units produced on a
national scale by experts, for several reasogs many people bglieve
they are best produced at the local level. In the first place, mani
problems ,of concern to juniot high school boys and girls relate to or
have a bearing upon the local situation. Teachers acquainted with
the community and its resources are in the best position to develop
community-related uniis. Seccindly, the philosophy and objectiyes

/Id a Unit should be in accord with the Thilosophyrand objectives of
the school in which it will be used. Again local teachers are in the
best position to use the school's purposes as a starting point for de-
veloping its resource units. A third, and 'perhaps the most important
reason is that when people for whom the units are deigned participate%
in their development, they understand how to use them and their
interest in doing so is increased. Alberty reporti8 a study by Paul
Klohr who found that participation in their development by the
teachers who are using them to be one of five factors contributing to
the effective use of resource units in the schools surveyed.

In the present study, 103 principals reported that resource units.

had been developed locally and approximately one-fourth of the 103
indicated that units had been prepared by the teachersof their schools.
In most instances, however, resource units were prepared in system-
wide workshops of teachers and supervisorror administrative staff
members, sometimes with students and parents also involved. An-
other method frequently cited was their development by curriculum
committees of teachers appointed by the board of cluottion. In
only a very few instances did the principal report units to have been
prepared by an individual, such as the core coordinator or super-
visor, or by a group of central office staff members, such as the cur-
riculum division of the school.'sykterp.

Administering the Program.

Scheduling the Core Teacher
*I

The question was asked, "Do teachers of core classes also teach
classes outside of core?" Principals in more than half of the 159
schools indicated they do. In 67 instances, principals reported that
core teachers do not teach classes outside of the core block. Such
schools, located in 26 States, are usually large schools, only 17 of them
enrolling fewer than 500 pupils., These 67 schools have core classes
as follows: in seventh grade, 641schools; in, eighth grade, 57 schools;No
and in ninth grade, 34 schools.
a Alberty. op. cit., p. 449.
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The typical core class in these 67 schools meets for 10 periods
weekly--the practice reported for 80 of the grades in which core is
taught. gQnsiderable variation does exist, however. In 13 grades
of 5 schools core class meets for 7, 8, or 9 periofis a week. In 5
grades in 3 schools it is 20 periods a week. In 65 gfades core classeg
are scheduled for from 11 to 16 periods a week, with 15 being the
most common.9

The present questionnaire did not carry an item about length of
period, number of periods in the day, or number of different core
classes which are the responsibility of one teacher. While it is prob-
ably safe to state that most teachers working only with core classes
have but two such classes daily, it is peThaps equally true that some
core teacherssome of those with classes meeting 10 or fewer periods
a weekhave as many as three such classes. In other situations the
extra period for those having 2 core classes of 10 or fewer periods
weekly, is a conference'planning and guidance period. Core teachers
of the same grade level work together on some days, and on other
days they advise on an individual basis with parents and pupils..

In one system in which seventh- and eighth- de teachers have 2
core classes daily for a total of 26 periods a week, ninth-grade teach-
ers have 2 core classes totaling 20 periods weekly. These latter
teachers are assigned additional duties in relation to the core program.
One may have responsibility for *ordering audiovisual aids for the
entire school, another may be in charge of materials, others may
help first-year core teachers, one may sponsor the school newspaper
which is a core activity in the junior high schools, and another the
student council whose members report back to the homeroom which
again is the core class.

Aiding the Core Teacher

Judging from the responses of principals, core teachers are given
assistance in a variety of ways by the administration of the school,
and this regardless of the type of program or the size of the school.
(See table 10.) Principals checked an average of 3.4 aids of the 6
listed on the questionnaire. Roughly, nine-tenths of the schools
have inservice trainihg programs; half of them provide free time
during the school day for cooperative planning by core teachers; and
half provide time and opportunity for special-subject teachers to work
cooperatively with core classes. A third of the small schools and
9 A few schools with more than one kind of block-time class in a grade have differing numbers of periods

for each different subject combination.
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Table 1 O.Administrativ helps provided core teachers in 1 43 schools reporting.

^

Helps provided

Inservice training programsworkshops, study
groups

Schools enrolling

Fewer than 500 pupils
(52 schools)

Number

...
More than 500 pupils

(91 schools)

Percent Number

2 3

43

Free time during school day for cooperative
planning by core teachers 25

Time and opportunity for special subject teach-
ers (art, music, librarian, etc.) to work co-
operatively with core classes 26

Newssheet or other device whereby core teach-
ers share ideas and information.. _ _ _ _ 16

An additional allotment of funds for needed
17materials

Field trips by core classes for the use of com-
munity resources 43

83

48

31

33 i

Percent

38

48

42

33

40

91

53

38

44

73 80

nearly a half of the large schools allot additional funds to core teach-
ers for materials.

In answering the question about other kinds of assistance they pro-
vide, several principals mentioned curriculum coordinators who work
with core teachers, helping teachers who aid in orientation of teachers
and in gathering materials, and special consultant service as needed.
One or more principals mentioned a visual-aids director, related audio-
visual materials and programs; special meetings on local and citywide
basis; inschool time for parent conferences; horizontal organization
for supervision and planning; trips by teachers to industry in other
cities; and freedom to plan, initiate, and experiment.

Following the checklist of helps provided, principals were given an
opportunity for a free answer to the question, "What kinds of helps
do the core teachers in your school need and desire most?" Inservice
education, and experiences that are a part of inservice training,; in-
structional materials; and time for planning, in that order, were
named as the big areas of need. Eleven responses emphasized the
need for more adequate preparation by colleges, especially through
providing practiceteaching opportunities in this type of program.
More adequate facilities and equipment were mentioned by only six
piincipals. Flexible or correct administrative framework, smaller
classes, clerical help, and several others were mentioned by one or
two principals each.
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44 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

Inserrice Education.--Of the 180 helps named by 120 principals,
95 relate to method's and techniques of teaching that can be provided
through inservice education. The following 'received frequent men-
tion:

de

Workshop experiences

Help with methods and techniques: What to do, how to do it, and when to do
it; demonstration of techniques

Help with general planning: Development of meaningful problem areas
Study of resource units preplted"by other_ and active participation

in preparation of units

Opportunity to visit other core classes

Aid in correlating art, music, and other areas with core

Understanding of the guidance function of core

Understanding of ways of providing for individual differences

Information about techniques of ,eyaluation in core

In his study Risinger identified the extent to which the 266 junior
high school principals provide inservice education opportunities oimi-
lar to those desired by core teachers in the present study.") Three-
fourths of the principals employed 4 or more of these techniques:

Potent of
Pradirei principals

Individual teachers experimented with core concepts in their class
MOMS . 73

Consultants brought in to help teachers with certain problems_ _ _ _ _ 69
Visit's to other schools having core programs 61
Resource units produced on schooltirne by teacher groups___ _ _ 53
Resource units produced in afterschool hours 50
Workshop held at regular intervals throughout the school year_ _ _ _ 48
Summer workshop of several days 46
One-day institute__ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ 36
Brochures prepared on current literature on the core_ _ 33
Financial help given to teachers to do summer work in colleges and

universities_ _ 17

Instructional ltraterials. Since core classes do not depend upon a
single textbook for the information they need in developing a unit or
problem, but seek help from a variety of sources, instructional mate-
rials including audiovisual aids assume an importance in these classes
they do not have in most classrooms. In fact, some problems selected
foi- study in the core class may not be covered in the social studies or
language arts textbook so that the teacher must rely upon other
types of books or upon pamphlet and fugitive materials., Wide
diversity in mental ability and reading level among the pupils in any
to Riminger, op. cit., p. 303.
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class heterogeneously grouped presents another type of materials
problem. The teacher must be constantly alerted for related reading
materials of high interest and low reading level. In the present study
a third of the principals named suitable teaching materials as a kind
of help that core teachers need most.

Conference Pktnning.More than any other group perhaps, core
teachers feel the need for a cooperative relationship with other teach-
ers. This means time during the schoolday in which they can meet
together as a grade-level group or in teams with subject teachers to
discuss and plan. As one principal put it, "More time is always the
cry." Here again nearly a third of the principals said that teachers
depir0 more time for cooperative -planriing. They expressed it vari-
ously, such as more time to work together; to hold the necessary
meetings and thus enable a more effective inservice planning pro-
gram to develop; for planning units and for individual work; for
cooperative planning by ,core teachers and special-subject teachers;
to work together on mutual problems; to share techniques, problems,
methods, and materials; to plan by team groups-; and for counselkng
and case conference.

Prince Georges County, Md., school system which enrolls more
than 15,000 pupils in core classes in the seventh, eighth, and iiinth
grades, has found it possible to provide a variety of helps for its core
teachers.11

HELPING CORE TEACHERS IN PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY

In 1951, tile county employed a supervisor to devote most of her time to
working with core teachers. An inservice program was launched to give
teachers a better understanding of the theory of core and to help them develop
needed competencies.

Through discussion groups and reading, efforts were made in the 1951-52
school year to acquaint faculty groups with existing research in the field of
core program development. Useful publications and bibliographies were made
available to teachers and principals.. Also to increase their knowledge of core,
a sizable group of teachers and principals were sent out of the State to con-6
ferences and to observe in laboiatory schools. A few people enrolled in a
course on teaching in the core program offered by the University of Maryland.

In June 1952, a countywide workshop for core teacheri sought to clarify
further a concept of the core program in action. Principals, guidance workers;
special-interest area teachers and their supervisors, and parents were invited

/ to participate. Major results of this workshop were: (1) The reorganization
of the basic structure of the core program in terms of the common, personal-

11 This section was prepared by Dr. Lucile L. Lurry, formerly Supervisor of Secondary Education, Prinee
Georges Countylkhools. For a more detailed statement, see Developing a High School Core Pro-
gram by Dr. Lurry, published by the Macmillan Co. in 1957, g 247-.51.
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social problems of youth; (2) the preparation and issuance of a handbook for
core teachers; and (3) setting up of plans for quarterly meetings of core teach-
ers on a professional and recreational basis during 1962-53. This exchange of
ideas among core teachers and the recognition that other teachers faced similar
problems resulted in very tangible evidence of growth in core teaching in the
next sehool.year.

New teachers coming into the program in 1963-54 caused experienced teach-
ers to recommend a program of inservice preparation designed especially for
newcomers. These teachers inexperienced in core were made acquainted with
the philosophy of core, methods and materials of instruction, and the use of
the community as a laboratory, through classroom observation, audiovisual
aids, small and large-group conferences in which discussions were led by ex-
perienced teachers and the supervisor, fielel trips, and demonstrations.

A definite and constant attempt is made;t4 deal with the expressed problems
of teachers. Interclass visitation and interschool visitation have proved a
most helpful means of promoting understanding. Funds for substitutes in
this program are allocated in the county school budget. Funds are also pro-
vided for consultant services and oui-of-State conferences. In addition, a
sum of $20 over and above the regular textbook allotment per pupil is allocated
to each core teacher with which he may buy materials of instruction.

At one of the quarterly meetings several publishers were invited to set up
exhibits of materials felt to be useful in the cote iwogram. This experience has
grown into an annual materials exhibit participated in by 30 to 40 publishing
companies. At this time, core teaalers examine materials and make sugges-
tions for purchases during the following year. Another meeting, through a
panel discussion, emphasized the improvement of articulation between the
core program in the junior high school and instruction in the elementary and
senior high school. A third meeting had the services of a consultant to help
with teaching for critical thinking.

The steering committee of the core teachers' organization plans the inservice
programs for.the following year. In 1963-64 the quarterly meetings were de-
voted to evaluation of the core in terms of present status and proposed next
steps. Another year meetings were centered around bridging the gap between
an adequate core program and the status quo.

Besides the quarterly meetings, each year there is a midwinter workshop
which meets from 7:30 te 10:30 p. m., one night a week for 10 weeks. One
year the group concentrated its efforts upon the development of resource guides
in line with the basic structure proposed in the 1952 summer workshop, guides
which were consistent with the common developmental tasks of adolescents.
Participants included teachers and supervisors of core and of such special-
interest areas as mathematics, physical education, homemaking, music, and
art; principals and vice principals; andrlibrarians. The services of the Insti-
tute of Child Study, University of Maryland, were drawn upon for help here.
During and following this experience, it was felt that at last insight was being
developed into the function of the core program in relation to the special-
interest areas and the contributions of each to the other's enrichment.

Another year the midwinter workshop group directed its efforts to develop-
ing the core teacher's skill in using art and music in the core program. The
following year, the place and use of communication skills in the program was
the central theme. In other workshops, emphasis.fias been placed on science,
and the use of a wide variety of community resources related to the problem-
area structure.

j
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An inservice technique, followed now for several years, is the production of
a newiletter to core teachers; Originally issued from the central office, it has
been taken'over by the core teachers. There is' a newsletter editor and a staff
of reporters composed of one representative from each building. The news-
letter is made up largely of items sent in by teachers of each of the schools
describing promising practices or techniques, these teachers developed with a
core class and which other teachers might find helpful. Recently this publi-
cation has become known as "Teaching in ,the Core Programs" Prince Georges
County, Md.

Perhaps one ofethe most successful techniques used to improve teaching in
this large program was the organization of grade-level groups in each school.
The chairmen of these groups are experiehced and tuccessful core thachers.
An inservice program is carried on through the county office for further train-
ing of grade-level chairmen and coordination of the program.

Administrative !rob !ems in Developing the Core

As would quite naturally be expected from their responses to previ-
ous ques ions, principals rated first as a problem in 63re program
develo ent the matter of teacher preparation. Principals were
asked to check the 3 most serious obstacles in a list of 9, that' they
encounter in developing-and maintaining a core program. The nine
were those reported most often in the 1950-51 study." Obtaining
adequately prepared teachers, the need for constant inservice training,
and insufficient teacher time for plannini account for rkore than two-
thirds of the 429 responses. Table 11 shows the numbe? of responses
for each of the categor/es.

There were no Eli ificant differences when the responses were
sorted by type of program. Sorting by size of schoolunder and
above 500 in enrollment--indicated that large schools are more con-
cerned than small with obtaining adequately prepared teachers and
with problems of scheduling. To small schools, the matter of supply-
ing core teachers with adequate instructional materials is a more
serious matter.

Table 11 shows also similarities and differences in rank order ,of
items in the present study and in that conducted in 1950-51, mentioned--
above. In the earlier titudy the question asked was of the free-re-
sponse type whereas in the present study the categories were named.
There are, however; many similarities in frequency of response. On
the other hand, differences of some significance are present in items
concerning inservice training, cooperation of staff, time for planning
and especially furniture an4 equipment where there exists a dif-

11 Wright, Grace S. Core Curriculum Development, Problems and Practice*. Washington, U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Ogles. (Office of Education, Bulletin 1952. No. 5.) p. 42-45.
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ference of six places in rank order. The fact that 40 percent of the
responding principals in the earlier study listed furniture and equip-
ment as an obstacle of the first order as against 11 percent in the
present study leads to the assumption that schools are rapidly ac-
quiring modern facilities. New schools are supplied with movable
furniture and with equipment for conducting a program in which
'pupils may work in groups of shifting size and may use a variety of
materials, and work space often not_available in the traditional class-
room.

Table ...Obstacles, to core program development reported by 145 principals, and com-
parison of rank order with that in a 1950-51 study.'

Obstacles

1

Nember
of

schools

Obtaining adequately prepared teachers_ _ _ _
Insufficient teacher time for planning_ _ _

Necessity for constant inservice training of
teachers

Lack of adequate instructional materials_
Teacher reaction against change__
Scheduling problems__ _

other
_ _ _

Gaining cooperation 9f members of the
faculty

Lack of suitable furniture and equipment
Failure to gain public support_ _ _ _ _

Total r

125
74

70
48
41
29

,16
16
10

429 !

Rank order

1956-57

3

41

1950-51

4

1 1

2 5

3 ti
4
5

3
4

6 s 7

7 9
ft 2
9 8

Wright, Grace S. Core Curriculum Development, Problem, and Pradtres. Washington, U. S. Govern-ment Printing Office. (Office of Education Bulletin 1952, No. ,5), p. 44-45.

1 of their 3 most serious problems was not included in the 9
listed, principals were asked to Write it in. Thosi named by several
principals concerned excessive class size, need for more support from
board of education, excessive teacher load', widely divergent abilities
of pupils in a heterogeneously grouped class, and the low reading
level of pupils. "Constant teacher turnover because of demand for
core teachers to serve in administrative and curricular capacities; we
train teachers for promotion out of the classroom," wag the comment
of a principal in a large county system where core it used throughout.
Another pertinent and often too true comment was made by the
principal of a large junior high school that has had a core program
for more than 10 years. This principal who che6ked ,none of the

.problems in the list of nine, speaks from long erfiele.nce in a difficult
situation: "There will not be any problems if the administrator and
teachers know what they are trying to do and why." He suggests
that it is important not to make a big fuss.about the program with
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publicity, but just to try to improve learning and pupil adjustment
in the school.

Guidance and Evaluation

Guidance Function Carried by Core Teachers

The core program which by its very nature is concerned large:y
with the personal-social development of boys and girls carries much
of the guidance function of the school. Both directly and indirectly
the core program seeks to help adolescents with their developmental
tasks and their adjustment to the complex society in which we live.
Engaging the attention of core classes are such units as healthful
living, self-understanding, family relationships, getting.along with
others, and choosing a vocation. Also, the problem-solving method
of core; with its opportunities for teacher-pupil planning, making
choices, and working in small groups, gives daily or frequent experi-
ence in democratic living, choosing values,' gaining self-confidence,
learning correct behavior in social situations, respecting the contribu-
tions of others, and critical thinking. Group guidance is thus in-
herent in the core program.

Courtesy q Baltimore County Md. Public Schools

A core group presents the results of its research on the class problem, "Choosing a Vocation."
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Individual guidance likewise has its place in the core class. In the
longer block of time, the core teacher becomes better acquainted with
the child than can single-subject teachers; he observes him in both
social and work situations. The teacher checks his observations
against the individual's cumulative record and he confers with parents.
He finds time during the block class while groups are at work or in
special periods designated for guidance if the school is one which
provides such periods-- to talk with him individually about his in-
terests and concerns. lie makes himself approachable. Of course,
the teacher's effectiveness in guidance depends very largely upon the
extent to which he is able to use what he has learned about the child
in conjunction with his knowledge both of child growth ind develop-
ment and of society to help the child develop to his fullest potential.
As one principal pointed out, this varies from teacher to teacher.

A program of classroom guidanlee does not eliminate the need for
specialized guidance personnel', but it does mean that such personnel
may spend their time differently than they do in schools not having
a core program. A larger part of a counselor's time is spent in work-
ing closely with core teachers, helping them better to understand, to
accept, and to guide their pupils. The counselor continues to work
with those pupils whose problem are too severe for the nonspecialized
classroom teacher to handle.

Folwell Junior High School in Minneapolis, a school enrolling some
1,100 pupils, is an example of a growing number of schools empha-
sizing guidance by the classroom teach,* to the extent of providing
the teacher an extta period daily for guidance and counseling. "Double-
period" teachers (the term used in the Minneapolisaystem) teach two
classes and have a period for pupil personnel and guidance work in
which they schedule conferences with .one or both parents of every
child in the total group of 70 as early as possible in the school year.
Several conferences may be necessary. When parent and teacher
understand each other better, the staff finds that the pupil has a
different attitude toward the teacher and his school becomes more
effective.

This school has one counselor and one part-time visiting teacher.
The counselor works very largely with teachers. She also sets up
pupils' programs and supervises testing. The visiting teacher is a
trained social worker. Her particular concern is with the attendance
situation. She does all the home visiting because it is felt that
teachers are not always trained to do home visiting well, and teach-.
ers do have an opportunity to talk with parents when they come to
school during the scheduled conference periods. The visiting teacher
and counselor work closely together, the counselor keeping the

iit.
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cumulative record file 4and the visiting teacher keeping special files on
problem cases which are not put in the cumulative record. The
principal himself spends much of his time with problem youngsters,
dealing with them on an individual rather than:a group basis. He
has worked out a 10-step procedure foi. handling the acute problem
cases referred to him. Double-period teachers are of inestimable
value, he reports, in keeping these cases to a minimum and in supply-
ing him with much of the needed information for handling referrals.

Double-period teachers of each grade work together each week, the
principal meeting with them. For the week the author visited the
school in the fall of 1956 the following schedule of meetings was posted :

Monday-7:55 a. m.

Tuesday 8:30 a. m.

Faculty meeting

Seventh grade double-period teachers' meeting

Wednesday 10:30 a. m. Eighth and ninth grade double-period teachers'
meeting

Thursday 3:45 p. m. Citii-wide meeting for double-period teachers in
Board of Education building

Adv4ntages of the double-period instructional program for pupil
adjustment at Folwell are summed up as follows:

Uniti of instruction are centered around areas that make a difference in the
. lives of people now.

Pupils are given opportunities to take part, to take responsibility,sand to be
respected as individuals.

A greater attempt is made to meet the needs, interests, and problenis of youth.

Some teacher in the school gets to know and understand the individual child.
The pupil does not remain semianonymous.

Principals in the present study were asked to indicate whether core
teachers carry little, much, or all of the responsibility for personal-
socia ucational, and vocational guidance. Table 12 repots their
res I for both individual and group guidance broken down by
type of program and size of school. Core teathers have much or all
of the responsibility for the three aspects of group guidance here con-
sidered in 80 percent of the schools and for irislividual guidance in 69
percent. In both individual and group situations core teachers most
often have major responsibility for personal-!social guidance and least
oTten for vocational guidance. In 92 percent of the schools core
teabhers carry much or all of the responsibility for personal-social
guidance in group situations and in only 47 percent of the schools do
they carry major responsibility for individual vocational guidance.

No important difference exists in the extent of the guidance
function carried by core teachers in large and small schools. In the
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larger schools Wring type C and D programs, there is some tendency
for maier responsibility to rest with-the core teacher more often than
it does in the -smaller schools having type C and D programs. This is
not generally true of type B program schools. In fact, thq small dif-
ferences that do exist are in general of an opposite nature.

Table 12.---Percent of the guidance function carried by core teachers In 140 schools, by
else of school and type of program.

pe---enmlinbent

All schoolo
Individual
Group..

B k under 5001
Individual .

Croup._
13 (over h001

individual
Group.

C-D (under .100
Individual
Group._

C-D (over 500,

Group__ .

Guidance --perrestt of school&

Peronnalpsortal Educe t tonal Vocational

Little Much All Little I Much AU Little. I. Much All

2 3

18 70

f2 76
76

18 73
8 76

29 59
11 tin

11 70
4

4 6

1

7 6 I 10
--

11 68 10 34 40
; 23 18 46

kJ-

1

12 '16 72 4 44 : 28
20 8 72

,
12 : 28 52

6 16 66 , 5 37 42
10 13 .69 10 32 50

7 18 59 15 33 44
29 11 50 26 33 33

19 12 73 15 2 46
31 4 73 12 50

a
12

3
6

7
29

8
15

I Percents do not alwaya total 100 since schools sometimes failed to respond to one or more of the
items; espo(iall) liras this true for vocational guidance.

In commenting upon the guidance function in their sChools, princi-
pals returning the questionnaire emphasized again and again that the

Iguidance people work clogely with core teachers. Such_comments as
the following are typical:

Core teadiers work with counselor and are assistants in the guidance program.

All information about a pupil, h, problems, progress, and adjustments both
in and out oyschool is cleared through the core teacher. Recommenda-
tions for ation in behalf of a pupil are decided only after consultation
with the core teacher. .

Each core teacher has one perifick each day .for individual guidance. The
program is directed and difficult problems are handled by two full-time
guidance people.

From the orientation program in the seventh grade through the preparation
for high school in the ninth grade both the core teachers and the counselors
"fork together to advise, guide, and counsel both groups and individual

We have grade counselors to do the individual guidance which core teachers
cannot handle. Scool assembly does the rest of group guidance.
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Core teachers carry on nearly all of the guidance function. They are assisted
by the school principal who has scheduled time to assist with individual
and group needs.v 6

a.

The San Luis Obispo, Calif., Junior High School principal who re-
ported that the school planned in 1957-58 to provide a counseling
period for teacher-counselors of seventh- and eighth-grade students,
included a description of the guidance function of the "home class,"
which is the English-social studies class for seventh-, eighth-, and
most of ninth-grade pupils:

iThe home class i a special-interest group. Here, the proper social adjust-
ment is furthered as well ail the urge for acceptable schorarship. The home-
claw trcher, only, has thi opportunity of knowing the pupil in all his activi-
ties hts study habits, his relationship with teachers, his associates in school
and in the community, his home conditions and environment, his attitudes,
interests and abilities. Homeroom understanding and training are reflected in
the school spirit and morale of the class. During the social studies homeroom
periods, matters of school policy and regulations are discussed and inter-
preted. *

The homeroom teacher watches and studies the members (Allis group. He
engages the members in conversation and discovers their enthusiasths, their
knowledge of games, stamps, music, or stories. He finds out about their edu-
cational, vocational, and leisure time interests and ambitions.

The homeroom teacher is the most important person in our guidance or-
ganization because he is the one person in the school who knows all the members
ofiOs group in terms of their fears and failures, their success and aspirations.
He knows these students as the family doctor knows bibs patignts, and tie can
assist them in getting information about themselves and about courses and
careers. As an unofficial member of all the committees that the group has
established to carry on its program, he stands by to give his counsel and advice
when asked or when the group is obviously in danger of acting on an unwise
decision.

The student soon learns that the homeroom teacher is his friend. If in
trouble he should go to his homeroom teacher who will protect him in every
way he can from the pressure of rules and regulations, and help smooth out
any difficulties. The friendship is in direct proportion to the student's need
for support and wise counsel.

Evaluation in th. Cori, Class

Evaluation, in terms of its objetives is the process bY which the
core class and itio teacher judge the effectiveness of their work.
Evaluation in terms of its objectives should be an important aspect
of the work of any class, but in core, evaluation is not only important,
it is' an integral and component part of the core process. Without it,
problem-solving, the method of core, cannot be said to be used.
Objectives are determined through teacher-pupil planning and are
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kept constantly before- the pupils. Often these objectives have ,

squatters' rights to a corner of the blackboard, remaining there
throughout the year, with changes being made at the beginning of
.the unit if the class rethinks its objectives for each unit, or as they
are needed if the class sets up its objectives as goals for the entire
ear's work.

he otjectives of core are widespread in their scope. They involve
not only the acquiltiw of the kinds of knowledge and skills Which
are the objectives of the usual single subject class, but they cover
personal and social development and growth in the use of democratic
processes. Evaluation of such objectives requires more than stand-
ardized and teacher-made achievement tests. Attitude scales, interest
inventories, and self-rating devices are important. Table 13 shows
the exttent of use of several types of evaluative techniques in core
cla..4s4 as reported by 140 principals, and indicates the percentage iof
schools in which the techniques are reported to be used rarely if at all
with noncore classes. In general, there is little difference in their
use by type of program or by size of school except that sociométric
devfces and self-rating and interest inventories are used more often
in large than in small schools.

Table V.--Percentage of 146 schools using types of valuative instruments or techniques
with pupils in core classes, and using them rarely if at all with noncore classes.

Evaluative instruments
or techniques

Standardized tents_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ -

Self-rating inventories of personal and social adjustment _ _ _

Teacher made tests__ _

Sociometric devices
Interest inventories_ _

Attitude scales _

Teacher observation and rating
Post-mortem reaction sheet of effectiveness of grQup work_

Pereent used
with core

classes

05
78
97
59
72
36
91
34

Pereent used rarely
if at all

core classes

4, Examples. of the Development of .a Core Program

2
26
3

28
20
19

7
20

In 1949 in St. Paul, Minn., and in 1950 in Dade County, Fla.
block-time classes were introduced and a type of core program begun
experimentally in some of the junior high schools. In 1951, New
York City designated several of its junior high schools as experimental
centers for the velopment of a core piogram. Since theirs begin-
nings the program has developed-steadily in each of these schoof
systems. The following accounts of the operation of the core pro-

, gram jllusfrate in detail 'many of the problems discussed in this
bulletin.
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St., Paul, Minn.

. 55

'CORE PATTERN AT HAZEL PARK JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOST. PAUL, MINN.13

Hazel Park Junior High School, a new school, opened in September 1966.
The chief problem early in the year was the .coordination of all the complex
parts of a smooth-working core program. Teachers had to orient themselyes
to the physical plant and to each other as colleagues. Besides, the probleiii
was to launch and develop, full-fledged, a new and thoroughgoing program*
activities and clubs.

Core teachers meet their core classes Nur times a week; they teach an di-
tional class four times a week; they sponsor ont activity a week and a club
program which functions on altArnate weeks with the scheduled assembly
program. Time is provided for student and for parent conferences. A typical
teacher's schedule looks like this:

Periods

_

2,
3_ _

4
5___ .....

Monday

E-SS
E-SS
Algebra
Conf
E-SS
E-SS

Tuesday

E-SS
E-SS
Free
Conf
E-SS
E -SS

°N.

Wednesday

Free
Algebra
Club
E-SS
E-SS
Act.

Tburad

E-SS
E-SS
Algebra
Conf
E-SS
Free

f-Dda%

E-SS

A gelm4.,
Cbnf
Free
E-SS

Guidance.Core teachers are particularly interested in and concerned with
their role in guidance. There are separate lockable file cages in core classrooms
for confidential records. There is access to all the other office records that
are kept on a student. Students may be on call from other classes, with
proper arrangements for personal conferences.

Each teacher has his own favorite way of handling the situation. One way
has been to work alphabetically through the roll call of children in the class-
room both for personal conferences with them and separate interviews with at
least one parent. ParenOnterviews are held either at home or at school as
the parent wishes. A teacher leaves the building during her conference period
for home meetings. A school counselor works directly with pupils and through
teacher counselors. School counselor and teacher counselors coordinate their
conference reports.

Resources.Almost constant use is made of community resources. Nearly
every day small working groups of pupils leave school to find and use first-
hand resources of the community. This is in addition to the ordinary field
trips taken j3y entire classes. Teachers bring parents and others Co the class-
room to serve as resource persons in areas of their competencies. This flexi-
bility in school routine to accommodate comanity use.his meant an increased
intrest and sense of responsibility by teachers in understanding the importance
of public relations.

is From a statement submitted by H. M. Woll, Principal of Hazel Park Junior High School, St. Paul,
Minn.
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Within the classroom there are collections of books charged from the school
library and changed as each new unit comes up for study. Each classroom
has at least 12 to 14 different magazines. The school library, is a focal point
for gathering information by members of coie classes.

With a core iesource teacher on duty part time there is a teacher-conference
room where core teachers may consult commercial catalogs of current mate-
rials, written units, and other professional helps such as professional books,
pamphlets, and magazines. A core resource teacher works. closely with the
librarian to suggest matiritas weful to core classes, building pamphlet files,
and -coordinating library ser.iiieeti:

Inservice meetings.Gradeitetel inservice meetings are held each week with
the part-time core resource Tetc'kier. There are about 5 different areas in
which discussion usually centers:. Fundamentals, teaching techniques, pro-
vision for individual differences in the classrwm, evaluation, and teacher
counselink Core teachers found they had these objectives in common: To
teach human relationships (getting along with others, being adept in democratic
processes), to teach critical thinking, ands to teach the skills of reading, writing,
speaking, and listening in all their ramifications.

An observation classroom with two-way glass and microphone connections
is installed at Hazel Park. Possibilities of its use by core teachers as a labora-
tory for exploration in group dynamics and teaching techniques are unlimited.
This year (1957-58) the room is being used by a few core teachers to show other
teachers how certain problem areas are developed. This is an arrangement
made between core teachers so that each one will do some demonstrating for
the others. Observers hold a personal conference with the teacher observed.
Observation sheets contang pertinent information about the abilities, pro-
grams, and personalities of the student members of the clahs are available
during observation. Another plan for the use of the room is to have one class
observe another class.to show how certain work is carried on within a class.
- Teaching Techniques.--Teachers in the 7th grade set aside time periodically

. to work specifically arid individually on writing or usage skills. Each teacher
has his own techniques for accomplishing this. There is a general feeling that
careful evaluation by using stahdardized tests in the skills is useful and mean-

-ingful for purposes of comparison and growth.

In a unit such as "Life in the Colonial Period and Its Relationship With
Present-Day Life in the United States," there is planned reading for pleasure
arid leisure. There is also opportunity for social studies material to be read
for facts and for makini of generalizations. In the seventh-grade unit, "Learn-
ing About Our World," such basic reading skills as map and globe reading are
emphasized. Some teachers take special time periodically for a developmental
reading program, stressing remedial techniques.

In consideration of other fundamentals such as human relationships or
democratic groiip processes in each unit, student chairmen are taught to,con-
duct meetings and to serve on working committees just as specifically as they
are taught to paragraph or to spell. For example, they are taught democratic
group processes through such means as panel discussions. The problems of
living and adjusting to each other and of building gOod work-study habits are
present in each unit and opportunities for learning are provided.

In like manner, ways of teaching critical thinking are inherent in each unit.
A teacher whose class was interested in the Civil and the Revolutionary wars

(
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used them as points of reference to note advancements in medicine, the prob-
lems of segregation, changes in warfare and weapons, and organization of our
armed forces.

The administration believes that from the , pattern that the Hazel Park
Junior High School core teactrrs are making, a sound core program based on
children's needs and interests 'may develop.

Dade County, Ha.

It

DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC EDUCATION (CORE PROGRAM)
IN DADE COUNTY, FLA., PUBLIC SCHOOLS."

The basic education program was introduced as the result of planning in the
postschool Dacititounty Workshop in June, 1950. Many junior high teachers
and principals were convinced that there was a need for curriculum reorganiza-
tion for jupior high school youth. To meet the need, committees of the 1951
workshop developed a framework around which a good junior high school
program could be constructed. 'Subsequent workshops revised this framework
and enumerated seven characteristics of a good junior high school program:

1. Provision for a smooth transition from the elementary school and into tne
senior high school

2. Sufficient flexibility in organization and administration to provide oppor-
tunities for teachers to understand pupils and to plan some ways of caring
for the individual needs of pupils

3. Opportunity for each pupil to participate in activities and to devehip the
competencies which make for happy personal and community living

4. Provision for opportunities to explore areas of work of immediate value
and also of vocational possibilities

5. Use of all desirable types of instructional materials and community resources
in order to provide for a great range of individual abilities, interests, back-
grounds, and personality structures

6. Greater opportunity for adequate individual and group guidance activities
due to the longer period of time in which the teacher has to become well
acquainted with the pupils

7. Assistahce to pupils in development of worthwhile personal values for the
improvement and continuance of personal living in our democratic society.

Guided by these seven characteristics, the Dade County principals in their
June 1955 workshop expanded the purposes of the junior high schools in the
county: "To provide an environment concerned _with the further development
of (a) physical, mental, and emotional health; (b) citizenship; (c) home and
family lite; (d) worthy use of leisure time; and (e) preparation for a life work."

The basic education program was devised to meet the purposes as outlined
by the principals and to include the charicteristics of a good junior high pro-

14 This statement is compiled from "Why . . . Basic Education?" 1957. (Bulletin 10) Dade County
Public Schools, Miami, Fla., and from supplemental information furnished by Mrs. Madolyn Brown,
social studies supervisor.

.
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gram. 'linte periodsdaily are allotted for basic education in grade 7, two
periods- daily in grades 8 and 9. $cience is included with language arts and
social studies in grade 7. In grade 8, the two-period block may consist of .

science and social studies, or any other subject area combinations, depending
upon an individual school's program.

Typos of Programs.

Basic education classes may be grouped into three stages of development:

1. A 2- or 3-hour block of time in which till subjects are taught separately
2. A 2- or 3-hour block of time in which the subjects are closely correlated

so that subject lines tend to disappear
3. A 2- or 3-hour block of time in which units of study are developed-ac-

cording to the interests and needs of the pupils and in which the
various subjects may lose their separate identities (but with even
greater emphasis on needed content).

The new teacher advances from one stage to another as he gains confidence
in the new procedure. The advance is gradual and takes place only when the
teacher feels ready tO make the change.

Many school faculties designate interest areas on each grade level and recom-
mend units through which these areas may be presented. Required work does
not necessarily restrict freedom of unit choice but may be developed through
any One of a variety of units. If the school seta up a definite goal, the teacher
is expected to acquaint the pupils with requirements. He exercises freedom
in the choice of units and techniques in accomplishing these objectives. Some
schools have a more flexible program permitting the selection of units through
pupil-teacher cooperation and planning. Such units are selected according
to the pupils' interests and needs.

Resource Units.The resource units used in Dade County have been pre-
pared by the teachers in ,the school system. They are the result of a com-
posite effort of teacher-pupil and teacher-teacher planning. Available resource
units are the following:

GRADE 7Better food at lower costs; Dade County; Forestry and forest
products; Getting acquainted with faraway friends; Human relations;
Improving the health conditions of our community; Let's get ac-
quainted; Living things; Man's basic needs; 'Manufacturing; My
country; Our Latin American neighbors; Races of mankind; Use of
the land for farming in the United States; Use of the library; Who are
the builders of Florida, Dade County, and- Miami?; Wind Belts.

I

GRADE 8 Colonial period; Communication; My rights and privileges as
a citizen: Citizenship in local, State, national, and international
governments; Our American heritage; Reading magazines for refer-.
ence and for pleasure; Telling tall tale's; The old world finds a new
wprld; Political development of our democratic Government; Trans-
portation; Westward movement; What's your V.Q. (vocabulary
quotient)? .`

,
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GRADE 9A survey of occupations; How can I improve my personality?;
How shall I choose my life's work?; My contribution to society; My
rikhts and privileges as a citizen; Powered flight; Reading for pleasure;
Studying people through short stories; Traveling through Florida with
poetry and song; Using the library; What are the things which I
should know about my school?; What makes a good story good?

Units are usually set up for an appropriate length of time depending upon
teacher planning, pupil interest, and available materials. Most units can be
developed and concluded in from three to nine weeks' dine depending, of
course, upon the factors mentioned above.

Guidante.The techniques which the basic education teacher uses in carry-
ing out his guidance functions include conferences with pupils and parents and
other teachers; home visits; autobiographies; anecdotal records of behavior
and of health; tests of ability, achievement, aptitude, and interest; group
guidance discussions; use of community resources for the assistance of pupils;
provision of occupational information; try-out experiences; placement; and
assistance in planning programs of study and individual remedial experiences.

Much guidance can take place during the regularNucational experiences of
the school day. However, the basic education teacher is expected to allow
time on some days for individual conferences whily other members of the class
work by themselves or in committees. Periods for library work may some-
times be utilized for personal conferences with some members of the group.
At other times it may be possible for the teacher to use an unassigned period
for conference with pupils who may be drawn in from study hall or, in an
emergency, from other classes.

A Typital Classromn.In a typical basic education classroom in Dade
County, teacher and pupils plan a unit of work centering on a question or a
problem emphasizing pupil needs and growth. Content is developed in answerj
to the Problem, "What do we need to know to answer that question or solve
that problem?" The question, "How shall we go about getting the information
we need?" determines the learning activities. Using such methods as research,
discussions, trips, interviews, resource speakers, group work, exhibits, art work,
music, dancing, films, filmstrips, radio, television, recordings, plays, experi-
ments, creative writing, reporting, games, parties, programs, keeping records,
testing and evaluating, and others that may be devised by resourceful and
creative teachers and pupils, teachers and students mobilize information and
express the learnings that they accomplish.

It is essential that common learnings in basic education be the general knowl-
edge, skills, and understandings required in common by all citizens in our
democratic society to enable them to live together effectively, regar,dless of
their origins, goals, and individual differences.

Teitchers feel that the flexibility and adaptability of this program should
not be limited and prescribed by defining precisely those skills and attitudes
that are to be taught at the various grade leveli. Rather, they believe that
the 3-hour and 2-hour blocks of time provide opportunities for the individual
teacher to develop the educational program inohis classroom to meet the needs
of the students in that classroom. The teachers use art materials, resource
persons, the library, community resources, field trips, and instructional mate-
rials to meet those needs either through planning with the pupils or teacher-
recognition of the pupils' needs.

4
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New York City

COIN, PROGRAM IN NEW YORK CITY'S JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS."

In the core program in the experimental junior high schools, children are
taught how to make full use of the resourCes of their environment, in and out
of school, and to work toward the solutiongot their problems * * * An important
aspeet of the program is the emphasis on the interrelationships of different
subject areas. The core junior high schools, within their own unique settings,
are experimenting with different combinations of subject areas for more ef-
ficient and meaningful learning. [Language arts-social studies alone or with
a third subject are the combinations most often found. Mathematics-science
and social studies-science cores have so far been*. successful.]

The extent to which the subject matter is combined increases with the ex-
perience of the teacher. At present, three general stages of development in
core classrooms may be noted in the experimental schools.

1. Children are taught two or more subjects by the same teacher. Each
subject retains its identity but learnings are correlfted. For example,
the literature program is correlated with the study of the history of
New York. The topics for children's writings are drawn from ac-
tivities in social studies.

2. Children meet with one teacher and acquire learnings in two or more
subject areas. Subject lines are broken down and learnings are fused
around unit topics. For example, the class may study a unit about
the West withi which learnings from social studies and language
arts are devel 4% d

fry
3. Children meet with one teacher and acquire learnings from two or more

subject areas. The subject matter is integrated as pupils work on
problems of personal, social, and civic importance which they and
the teacher cooperatively select. For example, study of a problem
such as "How can we prepare adequately for our future education?"
develops in pupils skills, knowledges, and attitudes in guidance,
social studies, and language artsin a meaningful setting.

The beginning teacher may feel more secure by starting her core work at the
first stage and then proceeding through the second to the third stage. In
general, teachers of 2 or more years' experience with the core program develop
work on the third stage.

4,

The core class is- usually assigned to one teacher for a block of time during
which the class and the teacher planning together, cooperatively select and
study problems of general concern to them as individuals, as, members of a
social group, and as members of a democratic society. In the study of such
problems, subject matter pertinent to their solution is drawn from the subject
areas. Because of the core prganization, there is time for learning in It natural
way and pupils have opportunity for participation in democratic practices.

A core program makes possible close pupil-teacher relationships. The core
teacher, meeting fewer classes and working with fewer pupils, can observe them

" Core Exchange, vol. 6, No. 1. New York City Public Schools. October 1957. Printed with perinis-
sion of Mary A. Kennedy, assistant superintendent.

.
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carefully, secure and record data about them, and check on
)t,
heir interests and

achievements in other subject areas. He can arrange for parent interviews as
bases for understanding and for cooperative efforts for the pupils' welfare.
Many of the guidance functions handled by the homeroom teacher and the

d grade guidance counselor become the job of the core teacher.
Es

A central and sustaining characteristic of the core is the informal atmosphere
of the classroom. The teacher and class plan for and use the room as a work-
shop in which various core activities are carried on with order and freedom.
Movable furniture, tables for conferences, file cabinets, and other facilities for
storage of materials contribute to the efficient operation of the core classroom.
Where these items are not available, teachers and classes adapt existing fa-
cilities. The core class is identifiable by a great variety of activities, all of
which are now accepted as part of the learning process. The recitation or de-
velopmental lesson is no longer the chief business of the class although it still
has a significant place in the prograin. All pupils in the core class are busily
engaged in planning, carrying-out, and evaluating their work.

Because group living is an integral part of democracy and because early
adolescents are eager to participate in group activities, core classes make ex-
tensive use of committees. Pupils accept responsibilities as they work to-
gether on common problems. They set up group goals, under teacher guid-
ance, and work cooperatively toward them through well-organized committee
procedures. They set up standards for the work and behavior of the indi-
vidual, of the committee, of the class, and of the school. Thus the core class-
room typifies democracy in action.

Teachers in the different subject areas find that the core program permeates
the entire school atmosphere. Children are trained to cooperate in planning
with their teachers. They are creative in making projects which put their
knowledges to practical use. They are able to evaluate themselves and one
another.

The training in reading for differengt purposes which the children receive in'
the core class is put to use in other classrooms. Children record spelling errors
made in different subject areas in their core notebooks. Current affairs bulletin
boards in science classrooms reflect learnings received in the core classroom. In
the art rooms, children make puppets representing cht&acters in books they
read. In music rooms, pupils make oral reports after doing committee re-
search on operas, ballets, and TV programs. In the woodwork shop, classes
make magazine racks and bookcases which they use for storing and displaying
materials in core rooms.

Sometimes, the different teachers of one class meet with the core teacher to
decide how the work in their classrooms may be related. For example, the
art teacher, when a class is learning to make collages, helps them work out
some which reflect the activity and color of the countries they are studying.

At other times, the subject teichers of a class plan a unit cooperatively.
The core problem of a seventh-year class, for example, may revolve about city
planning. In the science class they will study "water supply" and "insura-
tion." The mathematics teacher will teach percentages in terms of city
traffic. The health education teacher will teach safety rules. The art teacher
will have children work on their interpretations of the neighborhood in which
they live. The music teacher will teach songs about the city.

In many Core schools, school-wide activities serve as culminiting events
for the work done in the core and other classes. A Science and Arts Fair,

a
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planned by teachers and pupils, offers opportunities for children to show what
they have been doing as well as to practice some of the skills they have de-
veloped. A community problem such as housing may be part of the grade
work on every level. The prescribed topics in the gourses'of study offer many
splendid opportunities to integrate learnings through such projects. Culminat-
ing activities in which the whole school participates such as exhibits, festivals,
or bazaars hel children use learnings in subject matter, skills, and attitudes.

It should be, evident that no single device, technique, or approach is the
exclusive property of the core class. Many of the procedures used can be
found in separate subject classes. The aim of \the core is to utilize the best
elements of teaching to provide increasing opportunities for growth and de-
velopment toward effective citizenship in our American democracy and our
American tradition.
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SUMMARY'

This is a study of block-time da.sses (including core and core-type)
in a 25-percent sample of 12,0/2 junior and junior-senior high schools
in the United States. Of tjie 3,013 schools sent questionnaires, re-.
turns were received from 2,517, or 83.5 percent.

Block-time classes are defined in this study as classes meeting for
a block of time of two dr more classiperiods, and combining or replac-
ing two or more subjects that are required of all pupils and would
orbinarily be taught separately.

The main findings follow.

Status of Block-Time Classes

1

1. Block-time classes are found in, 487 or 19.3 percent of the sampled
schools. This would indicate that some 2,300 out of all 12,052 juniot
and junior:senior -high schools in the United States have such classes.

2. Among junior high schools alone, 31.4 percent are found to have
block-time classes. The comparable figure for junior-senior high
schools is 12.1 percent.

3. hi eight StatesMaryland, Washington, California, Illinois .,

Wisconsin, New York, New Jersey, and Florida--more than 25 per-
cent of the junior and junior-senior high schools have block-time
classes. In the first four of these the percentage is 50 percent or

r
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above. No block-time Classes were reported for schools in Mon-
tana, Nebraska, Nevada, Vermont, Wyoming, or the District of
Columbia.

4. Large schools are more likely than small schools to have block-
time slasses. Thus 43.5 percent of schools enrolling 500 pupils or
more reported such classes, while only 11.3 percent enrolling fewer
than 500 pupils reported them.

5. Block:time classes are more characteristic of grade 7 than of
grade 8, and of grade 8 than of grade 9. In this study 94 percent of
the schools reported such classes in grade 7, 72 percent reported them
in grade 8, and 26 percent in grade 9.

6. Of the schools having block-time classes, 87 percent enroll in
them all or nearly all of the pupils in the grades in which these claws
are provided.

7. English and social studies are the subjects most frequently com-
bined, either alone or with one or more other subjects. Of the 944
grades for which block-time classes are reported in the 487 schools,
86 percent incorporate these subjects.

8. The typical block-time class meets for the same number of
periods ag the classes it replaces would meet if the subjects were
taught separately. Since the typical block-time class replaces 2
subjects, it Meets for 10 periods a week. However, in 15 percent of
the sc4okils, classes combining English and social studies only were
rep9rted to meet for 15 .periods weekly.

When schools abandon the p tice of scheduling block-time
'classes the reason most frequently ci is inability to obtain ade-
quately prepared teachers. Next in order is scheduling, problems,
followed by objections of parents, pupils or teachers; failure to obtain
desired results; and space and equipment problems.

10. Seven percent of the principals returning the questionnaire re-
ported they were planning to introduce block-time classes or were
considering the feasibility of doing so.

11. Whprr block-time classes are grouped into four types of pro-
grams identified in the study, the percentage of schools of each type
is as follows: (1) 68 percent teach separately the subjects combined
in the block class; (2) 20 percent unify or fuse subjects in a subject-
centered core program; (3) 6 percent have an exPerience-centered
core program with structured or predetermined problem areas; and
(4) 6 percent have an unstructured core program.

12. Seirenteen percent of the principals with block-time classes
which subjects are taught separatelY reported they planned to change
to. one of the other types. Five percent of those having a unified
studies program reported plans to develop an experience-centered
core program.

#
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13. In more than two-thirds of the schools block-time classes were
introduced in 1950 or later, according to responses of 444 principals.
The earliest date reported for any.school was 1927.

14. For all types of programs, "core" is the name most commonly
used by schools to identify their block-time classes. Other terms
frequently used are unified studies, block classes, and self-contained
classrooms. In all, 13 different names were used by 3 or more schools
each.

Developing a Core Program

4.

1. In this study 159 schools, or
363e

cent of those having block-
time classes, reported programs tha are unified studies or core in
nature and which, for study purposes, are referred to as core pro-
grams. Not all 159 schools responded to every quesiion. In each
of the following items the percentages are based upon the responses
for that item.

2. The idea of having a core program was initiated by the admin-
istrator in 48 percent of the schools, and by the administrator and
teachers in 34 perCent.

3. Before the program7was started there was a period of orienta-
tion which, in 52 percent of the schools, included only the teachers
wha would be actively involved, and in 22 percent of the schools
included the entire taculty. In other schools, parents and or pupils
were also involved in the orientation program.

4. The duration of the orientation period was approximately a
year in 49 percent of the schools, more than a year in 22 percent, and
substantially less than a year in 29 percent.

5. In selecting personnel for core classes, pripcipals tend to seek
first the teachers who have broad general education and experience.
This was true in 68 percent of the schools. Factors considered next
were expressed interest in such an assignment and teaching experience
in one of the subjects involved or a major therein.

6. About two-thirds of the schools reported that resource units or
resource guides had been developed locally for use by core teachers.

In 42 percent of the schools teachers do not teach.. classes other
than core.

Inservice education programs are provide:du for core teachers in
88. percent of the schools. In general, large schools provide more

Padministrative helps to gore teachers than do small schools. Free
time during the school day for cooperative planning by core teachers
is proxided by only half of the schools.
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66 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRAM

9. Principals in this study 14elieve core teachers need the kinds of
help that can be provided through inservice education programs, 80
percent mentioning such itemas workshop experience, helps-with
methods and techniques, and general planning. A third of the
principals inClicated teachers' need for instructional materials, and
another third said time during the school day was needed for cct-
operative planning.'

10. Among administrative problems reported by the principals,
difficulties in obtaining adequately prepared teachers heads the list,
with' 86 percent checking this item. Next in order are insufficient
teacher time for planning (51 percent) and ne6?ssity for constant in-

,service training of teachers (48 percent).
v

11. In general, corerslasses carry much or all of the responsibility
for personal-social and educational guidance, especially group as op-
posed to individual guidance. -Core classes are less likely to 'carry
major responsibility for vocational guidance.

12. For evaluating the work of pupils in core classes, the principals
reported that most 'teachers use standardized tests, teacher-made
tests, and teacher observation and rating-7in much the same way as
these methods are used by teachers of iubject classes. Techniques
used frequently with core classes but less often with other clatses are
self-rating personal and social adjustment, interest in-
ventories, and sociometric devices.
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APPENDIX

DEPARTMENT aOF HEALTH, PR'CATION, AND WELFARE
Office of Education

Washington 25, D.C.
6

INQUIRY ON THE OPERATION OF BI:OCK-TIME (INCLUDING CORE OR
('ORE-TYPE) CLASSES IN GRADES 7r9 OF JUNIOR HIGH AND 6-YEAR

SECON DAR Ns SCHOOLS
or

Nanw of School ( V and State
Type-of school (check one): separate jr Enrollment: grade 7

combined jr-sr h.s. grade g
4 undivided 6-year h.s. . grade 9

For the purposes of this study, block-lime tincludihg cdre awl core4ype) classes are
Those meetipg for a block of time of tulip or more class periods, and combining or replat-
ing two or more subjects that are required of all pupils ,and would ordinarily bv tauOtit
scptirrilely.

o

I. Does your school have a Kogram of block-time classes uhich fits the definition
in t he preceding paragraph? Yes *No

2. If the answer is NO, (a) has your school ever had such a program? Yes
No If your school abandoned it, what was the reason?

(b) has your school plans now for introducing block-time classes? Yes No .

If yes,,when?

If the answer to item 1 alxwe is NO, please skip to page 4, sign this questionnaire
and then return it ,to the Office of Education in the enclosed envelope requirimg no
postage.

If the answer to 1 above is YES, please respond to the-items That follinv.
3. By what name do you most commonly refer to your block-time classes?

Basic education General education Unified studies
Common learn.ings S9If-contained classroom Other (name)
Core Sociai living I

4. What year was the program inaugurated?

I*
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68 BLOCK-TIME CLASSES AND THE CORE PROGRA1
Aft

6

5. How many pi01/are enrolled in block-time classes in grades 7 8 9

6. How many regular class periods per week (40-60 minutes) do block-time clabses
meet fn grades 7 8 9 ?

7. What subjects are combined or replaced by the block-time class in

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

8. Check the statement which best describes most Any pretence in your school.
ff

Check ONLY ONE.

A.' Each subjeet retains itsidentity in he block-time class, that is, separate
subjects are taught

(1) with consciously planned correlation
(2) with no planned correlation

B. Subject's included in the block-time class are unified or fused around a
central theme or units of work or problems stemming from one for more of
the stibject fields in the block-time class. (Plea.se atach list of the
tinits for each grade.)

C. Predetermined problem areas based upon the personal-social needs of.
adolescentsboth needs that adolescents themfielVes have identified and

.14

needs as society sees themdetermine the scope of the core program.
Subject matter is brought', in as needed in working on they problems.

4 Pupils may or may not have* choice, from,among several of dthese prob
lem areas; they will, however, have some re,sponsibility tor suggesting
and choosing activities in developing unitia of study. (Pleasv attach
list of the problem areas for each grade.)

D. The scope of the core program is not .predetermined. Pupils and teacher
are free to serect the problems upon which they wish to work. Subj6ct"
matter content is bsoyght 'in as needed to develop or, to help solve the
problems. (If alidilaeble, please attach a list of the prOlent areas or
units coyered last year by eat% graCie.)

Comments:

9. 4 Do you plan to change" from the typRof prpgram you have checked in nem 8 to
another type? Yes No
If YES, to which type will you change? A(1) A(2) _A B t j p

If you checked 8A.. (1) or (2), please sign this questiohnaire on page 4 and retOn it
, tc0,he.Office of Educafion in the enclosed enveloPe. .4

')

4L1If you (checked B, C, or D in nem 8, please answer the remainder of the items in this
questionnaire. These items relate to "core programs. For the purposes of, this
questionnaiie, B, C, and rdt define types of core programs.
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10. Have you a prepared statement of the philosophy, purpose, ocomajor objectives
of your core program? Yes No If YES please attach a copy.

11. How was the core program inaugurated in your school?

The idea was initiated by the administrator(s), teacher(s), public.

Before' the program was started, there was orientation of
those teachers who would he actively the,,entire faculty
involved, such as the core teachers, the pupils
librarian, guidance counselors the public

After the decision to have a core program was reached and before the program
was started, the staff was involved in studying aq planning for it for over a
period of

2 weeks or less
weeku I more than year

approximately 1 year

1 2. Have resource units or resource
core classes? Yes

s.

guides been developed locally for teachers of
No By what groups or agencieslittere they

, prepared?

In general, do teachers of cote classes also %teach classes outside of core?
Yes fio

la.. Please number in order of their signiftcance (1, 2, 3, etc.) the factors you con-
Fsider in selecting teachers for core cla4es.

e

broad geiferal cducation and experience

elemsntary-teaching preparation or
experiende

teaching experience in one (if the
subjects involved or a major therein

course work in child growth and
development

em.

college preparation for core

participation in core workshops or
similar inservice experiences

expresEied interest in such an
assignment

other (specify)

a

15. What administrative helps. are provided 'specifically for the core teacher and/

V

or core classes?,

Inservice training programsworkshops, study groups

Newssheet or similar device whereby core teachers can share ideas and use-
ful information about practices.and materials,

Free time during the school day for cooperative planning by core teachers

An additional allotment of funds t,('; core teachers for needed materials

Tin*and opportunity for specfal slibject teachers (art, music, tibrarian, etc.)
to work cooperalively with core classes

AO.

a

Veld tripi.by core classes for the use of community iesourcps

Others (sPecify) '

16. What kinds of help do the core teachers in your school need and/desire mofeer

3-6.
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17. How much of the guidance function is carried on by core teachers? Use L, M,
or A to indicate Little, Much, or All or nearly all.

a. individual guidance: b. group guidance:

personal-social personal-social

educational educational
vocat ional vocational

Comment

18. (a) Check the evaluative instruments or techniques, used with pupils in core
classe8; (I?) from among those, däuble check the items used rarely if at all with
noncore classes.

standardized achievement tests attitude scales

9

teacher-made tests teacher observation and rating
self-rating inventories of personal
and wicial adjustment

post-mortem reaction sheet of
effectiveness of group work

sociometric devices other (name)

interest inventories

19. What are the chief obstacles you have encountered in develOing and maintain-
ing a core program? Check the 3 most serious problems.

p.

obtaining adequately prepared teachers

teacher reaction against change

necessitVoritonstantinservice training,of teachers

gaining coo*ation of _other members of the faculty

failure to gain public support

lack of adequate instructional materials

lack of suitable furniture and equipment .

insufficient teAcher timeJor planning

scheduling problems

other (cite)

20. Please check below any descriiitive Eutterial you have developed 'on ryour core
program. film recording evaluative data

filmstrip teachers' handbook descriptions of practice
Reminder of requested entlosures:

1. List of problem areas or units studied for each grade having a core program
(see item 8). .

4
2. Statement of philosophy, purpose, or major objectives of your pore progtam.

-(see item 10).

Name and title o Da filling in form
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